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All cells rely on intracellular signaling pathways to respond to environmental cues. These 
pathwas are comprised of tiers of signaling molecules, such as enzymes or metabolites, that 
direct specific subc ellular events. How information is transmitted throughout can be complex 
and can depend on many tightly-controlled non-linear interactions. In this work, we combine 
computational modeling and bench experimentation to understand and identify signaling 
mechanisms driving complex behavior. We apply “model-driven experimental design” in which 
we use competing models trained on our experimental data to predict new signaing behavior that 
we then use to validate the models with experimental results. Using this approach, we identified 
a novel positive feedback mechanism in the High Osmolarity Glycerol (HOG) pathway in yeast. 
We then use a similar model to compare the difference between activation and nuclear 
translocation behaviors of the key HOG pathway Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK). In 
contrast to the current literature, we find that these two dynamics are indeed distinct. We suspect 
that these dynamics are responsible for driving differential cytosolic and nuclear responses and 
propose computational and bench experiments for follow up. Finally, we discuss the importance 
of this work in both the contexts of understanding MAPK signaling regulation and using model-
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
As I type this sentence, each tap of a letter sends a signal though my laptop hardware, 
which is then processed by its operating system and is then projected into a Word document. 
This results in the formation of complete sentences that convey information to the reader. All 
organisms, from the smallest bacteria to largest blue whales, are constituted of tiny computers 
that perform a similar function. Otherwise known as ‘cells,’ these biological circuits compute 
information about changes in their environment through different signaling networks and change 
their behavior for an orchestrated response. Over the last century, advancements in molecular 
biology knowledge and technologies have allowed scientist to identify the intracellular 
machinery that is important for sensing and driving cellular responses. A majority of these 
signaling components are proteins, small globs of amino acids whose sequences are encoded in 
our DNA. These proteins perform different functions, some are located on the outer membrane 
and pump large ions in and out of cell, while others break down sugars to provide energy for the 
cell. Together, they create biological circuits with one protein activating or changing the function 
of another protein in a chain of reactions. Now, scientists have identified many signaling 
components that drive specific subcellular events, and can isolate individual sections of a 
signaling pathway into “signaling motifs” to investigate their function and purpose. However, we 
are still trying understand how multiple signaling motifs function together to convey information 





Signaling as dynamical systems  
 Cells encode information about extracellular stimuli in the activation dynamics of 
specific proteins. For example, the mammalian ERK pathway is activated in response to multiple 
growth factors, such as epidermal growth factor, which causes cell proliferation, and nerve 
growth factor, which leads cell differentiation. To distinguish between the two stimuli, the 
pathway activates ERK, the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) of the pathway, for either 
a transient or sustained period of time, respectively (1). Cells can then interpret this time-
dependent signaling pattern of ERK in order to appropriately respond. Signaling pathways can 
also use different activation dynamics to transmit particular information about an individual 
stimulus, such as its duration, amplitude, and frequency. These qualities can also be encoded 
within the behavior of a key signaling molecule, which is then decoded into a fine-tuned cellular 
response (Figure 1.1). 
 
 This work is focused on “dose-to-duration” signaling. To describe this type of encoding, I 
must first explain a few basic signaling phenomena. Initial signals are propagated throughout a 
cell by sensing biomolecular changes of signaling molecules, such as the addition or subtraction 
of post-translational modifications, a shift in structural confirmation, or the complexing of 
multiple components (2, 3). Illustrations of pathways can often mistakenly convey a linear 
relationship between pathway components, in which components activate another in a 1:1 ratio 
(see Figure 1.3, for example), but in reality, these signals are controlled by non-linear dynamics 
driven by the aforementioned biomolecular changes. Furthermore, a signal can be amplified or 
suppressed using a variety of signaling motifs. Figure 1.2 shows examples of simple signaling 
motifs to control the flow of information between two components, in which signals can be 




with even more components, as reviewed in (4). Feedback loops are ubiquitous in signaling 
systems and are particularly useful in accelerating or delaying signal transmission (5). In 
combination, these motifs can transform a signal to convey spatiotemporal information. Cells can 
then coordinate multiple intracellular responses all to the same stimulus. 
 Many cellular processes depend on proper pathway regulation; abnormal signaling can 
have pathological consequences. For example, p38 is a class of mammalian MAPKs that is 
activated in response to stress stimuli, such as inflammatory cytokines, osmotic shock, or UV 
damage (6). Dysregulation of p38 signaling has been implicated in improper development, 
tumorigenesis, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, Rheumatoid arthritis, Alzheimer’s disease, to name a 
few (6–8). These diseases a speculated to arise from different types of erroneous signaling. This 
highlights the importance of not only identifying all of the components of a pathway but also 
understanding how they regulate each other. Nonetheless, these types of investigations prove 
difficult in mammalian systems with such complex interactomes that can vary depending on the 
cell type. Therefore, scientists have turned to simpler organisms to understand the basics of 
signaling mechanisms. 
 
Yeast as a model organism for MAPK signaling 
While research of mammalian signaling pathways is important for the treatment and 
prevention of diseases, these systems impose several challenges for investigating the basic motifs 
underlying signaling dynamics. Human signaling pathways often contain many components, 
whose relationships may be indirect or unknown. On the other hand, Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, 
also known as budding yeast, are unicellular organisms with pathways that are homologous to 
their higher-order eukaryotic brethren. The yeast genome is generally easier to use to study basic 




eukaryotes, though a recent study notes the latter could be less appreciable than previously 
thought (9). Furthermore, yeast are isogeneic populations that can reproduce asexually in a 
haploid state and have a high rate of homologous recombination (10). These advantages have 
made yeast historically tractable to genetic editing techniques. Additionally, the popularity of 
yeast research has incentivized the creation of libraries used to screen for phenotypes of interest. 
For example, there are libraries of each gene tagged with GFP, libraries of each non-essential 
gene deleted, and libraries of each essential gene controlled by a suppressible promoter. These 
strains are all the same yeast genetic background which allows scientists to test biological 
hypotheses in a highly controlled manner. Thus, the biological advantages of yeast combined 
with the resources available to study them position scientists to address questions, such as the 
ones addressed in the follow chapters, that are difficult to ask in other systems. 
 Though yeast pathways are more simple, they are still regulated using similar 
mechanisms of signal transduction as in mammalian pathways (11, 12). As previously 
mentioned, dysregulation of MAPKs commonly leads to disease. There high association with 
disease has made MAPKs the second largest drug target. However, since MAPKs are often the 
key component of a pathway, problems arise with therapeutic intervention, such as rewiring of 
the pathway, rendering therapeutics ineffective after some time (13). Thus, it is important to 
understand the basic principles of MAPK regulation. The work presented in this dissertation 
investigates the activation dynamics of a yeast MAPK. Another benefit to using yeast to study 
MAPKs is that there are only five yeast MAPKs where as there are 14 known mammalian 
MAPKs all with numerous isoforms (13, 14). Yeast retain the canonical mammalian MAPK 
cascade structure in which a MAP Kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K) phosphorylates a MAP 




MAP2K phosphorylate the MAPK at identical sequences, threonine-X-tyrosine (TXY motif), in 
an activation loop conserved across all eukaryotes. Likewise, all MAPKs are primarily 
inactivated by conserved phosphatases that catalyze the release of the phosphoryl group at these 
sites (15). Yeast MAPKs also perform similar functions as mammalian MAPKs. Once active, all 
MAPKs phosphorylate many substrates to initiate different cellular responses, such as gene 
expression, changes in metabolism, closing of membrane channels, and cellular growth. Thus, 
we can expect all MAPK activation, deactivation, and general behavior to be regulated in a 
similar manner.  
 
The High Osmolarity Glycerol Pathway 
This thesis researches the mechanisms controlling the MAPK dynamics in the High 
Osmolarity Glycerol (HOG) pathway in yeast. This pathway is responsible for driving cellular 
adaptation to hyperosmotic stress. This stress causes water to diffuse out of the yeast, noticeably 
shrinking the cells. This state is highly toxic, so cells respond by accumulating intracellular 
osmolytes to regain turgor pressor on their cell wall. Once adapted, the yeast can continue to 
proliferate.  
Over the past 20 years, researchers have investigated many aspects of the HOG pathway 
– its signaling components, key signaling dynamics, and its involvement with other pathways. 
There are several comprehensive reviews for those wanting a more in-depth discussion of the 
pathway (16–20). Here, I will introduce the key components needed to understand this thesis, 
though there are several more components in the pathway, as shown in Figure 1.4. The HOG 
pathway has two input branches, named after their receptors Sln1 and Sho1, that sense changes 
in extracellular osmolarity. The mechanisms of how they sense these changes are still unknown, 




cascade within the pathway. Sln1 activates a “two-component relay” system that is only found in 
prokaryotic signaling systems, while Sho1 signaling behaves more similarly to eukaryotic 
pathways. The Sho1 branch is considered to signal at the membrane since membrane-bound 
Sho1 and Opy2 have binding domains for different components of the pathway. Both input 
branches feed into the aforementioned MAPK cascade of the system; the Sho1 branch activates 
the MAP3K Ste11, and the Sln1 branch activates the seemingly redundant MAP3Ks, Ssk2 and 
Ssk22. Each of the MAP3K activate the MAP2K Pbs2 by phosphorylation of two sites within the 
Pbs2 activation loop, though their specific mechanisms of phosphorylation slightly differ (21). 
Pbs2 also serves as a protein scaffold for the MAPK cascade, bringing the components of the 
cascade together. Once active, Pbs2 dually phosphorylates the terminal MAPK, Hog1, at its 
conserved TXY site. This phosphorylation is time-dependent, displaying “dose-to-duration” 
behavior in which all of Hog1 is quickly dually phosphorylated and its duration of 
phosphorylation is dependent on the concentration of the external osmotic stress (22). Active 
Hog1 can either remain in the cytosol or translocate into the nucleus and is known to 
phosphorylate over 30 different proteins at MAPK consensus sites, a serine or a threonine follow 
by a proline (S/T-P motif) (23). Many of these downstream targets catalyze cellular adaptation 
responses, such as the synthesis of osmolytes, the closing of glycerol channels, and the 
transcription of stress response genes. These cellular events all occur at different rates which is 
also osmotic stress dose-dependent (24, 25). Thus, while Hog1 encodes the external stimulus, 
Hog1 dynamics are decoded into these responses.  
The phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms of MAPKs are commonly considered as 
‘active’ and ‘inactive,’ respectively, since their activation normally requires the phosphorylation 




to separate these phenomena. Thus, I interchange the terms ‘phosphorylation’ and ‘activation’ of 
Hog1, and the opposite when addressing inactivation, because they reflect the change that is 
catalyzed by Pbs2. However, I reserve the term ‘active’ when referring to when Hog1 kinase 
activity is present. Activity signifies that Hog1 is still able to convey information to its 
downstream targets.   
The adaptive nature of the HOG pathway has piqued the interest of cell biologists and 
computational biologists alike. Molecular biology work has shown that negative feedback loops 
are the main signal motif used to deactivate Hog1. These negative feedback loops are driven by 
Hog1 phosphorylation of upstream components, such as Sho1, Ssk1, Ssk2, and Ste50 (22, 26, 
27), or by the accumulation of osmolytes that are induced by downstream targets of Hog1 (25, 
28). These feedback mechanisms were confirmed by mutating MAPK consensus sites or 
blocking Hog1 kinase activity thereby inhibiting all downstream signaling. The former can 
answer individual mechanisms of negative feedback while the latter eliminates all Hog1-
dependent feedbacks. However, it would be infeasible to systematically eliminate the different 
negative feedbacks to investigate their role, particularly because there are many mechanisms to 
produce osmolytes, which are not all Hog1-dependent, and hyperactivation of Hog1 is lethal to 
cells (29, 30). Thus, while experimental evidence is arguably the only method to prove a 
signaling mechanism, there are certain hypotheses that cannot be tested. 
Luckily, the use of computational models can allow us to probe behaviors that are 
difficult to predict or explain through experimentation alone. These models are either trained on 
experimental data or are built so that they reflect the same behavior as experimental work. For 
the HOG pathway, models have facilitated in understanding regulatory mechanisms such as the 




behaviors, as summarized in Table 1.1. Another particular strength of coupling these approaches 
is that experimental evidence can support model predictions so that their findings complement 
each other. Thus, computational and bench experiments are complementary, providing different 
insights to the pathway in question. 
Scientists have gained many insights from the HOG pathway over the past 20 years, but 
there is still much to learn. This dissertation investigates the counter-acting positive and negative 
feedback loops within the HOG pathway that define dose-to-duration encoding. Specifically, we 
provide a mechanism of positive feedback that had not been appreciated, and contextualize its 
role within an outer negative feedback. Furthermore, several HOG pathway downstream 
responses had also been well characterized, particularly gene expression (31–34), but not with 
respect to Hog1 dose-to-duration encoding. While this thesis does not address all of the 
remaining questions regarding HOG pathway dynamics, this work advances our knowledge of 
mechanisms controlling MAPK dynamics and how information is transmitted through the cell in 
general. 
 
Building mathematical models representing signaling pathway dynamics 
The purpose of representing a signaling pathway as a mathematical model is to gain 
insights about the dynamics of a system that would be challenging to test or measure in vivo. 
This information could relate to the molecular behavior in response to different stimuli or with 
the addition of new regulatory mechanisms, for instance. A signaling pathway can be represented 
as a circuit in which each node, that could represent a protein, a specific form of a protein, or a 
complex of many proteins, can have non-linear interactions with one another. A common method 
of mathematically describing these pathways is using a system of Ordinary Differential 




are several types of models that use differential equations, but I used deterministic modelling in 
this work because it investigates overall HOG pathway behavior, as opposed to single cell or 2D 
dynamics. Comprehensive reviews of ODE modeling of biological signaling systems are 
available (35–38), but perhaps the best method to introduce the concept is through a simple 
example of a two-equation system (Figure 1.5A-B).  
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 +  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝛽𝛽 ∗ 𝑌𝑌 − 𝑑𝑑1 ∗ 𝑑𝑑                                                     (1) 
𝑑𝑑𝑌𝑌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑠𝑠1 ∗ 𝑑𝑑 − 𝑑𝑑2 ∗ 𝑌𝑌                                                                      (2) 
These equations describe the change of X and Y concentrations over time. A basal rate, 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 , and 
signal, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, synthesizes “X”. X produces “Y” with a synthesis rate, 𝑠𝑠2. Y then suppresses X 
production, as shown in the term 𝛽𝛽 ∗ 𝑌𝑌 in Equation (1). Both X and Y are degraded at some 
constant rate 𝑑𝑑1 and 𝑑𝑑2. Thus, a signal increases X, which is then by suppressed by the X-
dependent production of Y in a negative feedback loop. An executable tutorial on how to build 
and parameterize ODE models can be found at this Binder:  
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/sksuzuki/Parameter-Estimation-Tutorial/master 
 
 This model exhibits different behaviors depending on the values of the parameters. Using 
the values in Figure 1.5B, X and Y will display different behaviors, like sigmoidal (Figure 1.5C, 
left) or oscillatory (Figure 1.5C, right). Plotting the X and Y response for each parameter set 
(Figure 1.5 D) clearly shows how each species these behavioral patterns before reaching their 
steady states. 
 We could use this model to investigate signaling behaviors in two general applications. 
One is to explore its mathematical behaviors, boundaries, and regimes this circuitry provides, as 




41). This type of study can compare the benefits or drawbacks of different pathway architectures 
that exist in a wide variety of signaling systems. The other application is to replicate a specific 
pathway behavior to investigate its particular characteristics. Such models can generally capture 
experimental behavior by using literature-derived parameters (for example (42, 43)) or simplified 
or nondimensional models (for example, (44)). A pitfall of these method are that these values can 
be biologically meaningless or they were sourced from different studies, and thus assumed to 
have the same experimental conditions. Scaffolding proteins can also effect the rate of protein 
activation and deactivation (45), though this consideration is only beginning to be accounted for 
while measuring in vitro protein kinetics. On the other hand, models can also be fit to 
experimental data, which finds optimal values for any free parameters. This method also has 
drawbacks, most notable being parameter non-identifiability. However, depending on which 
scientific questions a model addresses, these challenges can be navigated with careful thought. 
To align with the scenario in this thesis, suppose we had data for Y (in this case, 
displaying oscillatory behavior, points in Figure 1.5C, right), and there was prior evidence that 
the signaling architecture resembled the system defined in Equations (1) and (2). The next step is 
to find values for model variables that fit the experimental data. This is a rather simple model 
with only 5 free variables to optimize, but depending on the parameter ranges tested, a modeler 
may have to scan through (brute force) millions of parameter combinations to find a set with a 
good fit. Models are typically more complex than five variables, which demands even more 
compute power to search a larger parameter space when fitting an ODE model to data. To 
mitigate this issue, scientists have developed machine learning algorithms to estimate these 
parameter values. Popular methods include, Markov chain Monte Carlo (46, 47), sequential 




particle swarm optimization (54). These methods approximate the likelihood functions 
representative of posterior distributions of the model parameters. Several groups set out to 
compare different methods for optimization, and a reoccurring theme is that the success of 
different approaches highly depends on the characteristics of the system, such as number of the 
free parameters, the quality of the training data, and the complexity of the model (55, 56). 
Villaverde et al. 2019 found that combining two methods, one that efficiently searches a large 
search space and another that fine-tunes parameter sets, regularly produced best fits for the 
different types of models tested. Following a similar approach, I combined an evolutionary 
algorithm (EA (57)) and an approximate Bayesian computation sequential Monte Carlo (ABC 
SMC (48)) method for my HOG pathway model. I found that the EA was able to find acceptable 
parameters from a large global search space, and the ABC SMC searched these parameter sets 
locally to find even better solutions. This approach is detailed in depth in the methods section of 
Chapter 2. 
To provide a brief explanation of the concepts and challenges behind model fitting, I will 
continue with the simple model example using the EA. The basic algorithm of the EA (Figure 
1.6) is to: randomly generate parameters sets and assess their fit, ‘mate’ the parameter values, or 
‘individuals,’ to recombine them in a new parameter set, ‘mutate’ a random subset of the 
parameter values, then ‘fight’ the parameter sets, to ultimately return the best fitting ‘individual.’ 
The resulting sets are then put through the ‘mate,’ ‘mutate,’ and ‘fight’ cycle for a specified 
number of generations. The stochastic nature of these actions avoids parameter sets getting stuck 
in local minima. The term ‘best fitting’ can be subjective to the analyst, but algorithmically it can 
be defined as an objective function. Since these ODE systems model behavior over time, the 




(MSE) or sum of squared errors (SSE), that calculates the difference between the simulated and 
experimental data. I fit the model with the EA running 200 individuals over 50 generations for 
50 independent runs and scored using SSE (~750,000 simulations). For this example, I used a 
value of 0.1 for mutation rate and 0.5 for crossover rate. These hyperparameters are useful to 
tune when error is not converging. While working with the various models presented in this 
dissertation, I generally found: extending generations was useful when the error was not flat for 
individuals during their last generations, including more independent runs or individuals assisted 
with error convergence, and increasing mutation rate could sample larger parameter spaces, 
though this last action did occasionally result in increased error for an individual. Meanwhile, 
each of the model’s five parameters were selected from a Uniform log distribution from 10-2 to 
102. The best individual from each independent run had MSEs ranging from 9.05 to 0.017, and at 
least the top 20% converged to a similar MSE as the top individual (Figure 1.7A). Of those top 
20% (10 individuals), 8 produced Y simulated behaviors that were similar to the Y data (Figure 
1.7B, green). These parameters also narrowed from the allotted search space, with the top ten 
scoring individuals being particularly similar to the true values (Figure 1.7C, purple compared to 
black stars). These findings show that the EA can efficiently search a large search space to find 
parameter values that can qualitatively fit our data. If this had been experimental data, I would 
then use these 8 parameter sets to predict new behavior, followed with experimental validation, 
to test their robustness, as done in Chapter 2. 
Nevertheless, since we trained on synthetic data, we can quantify how well the EA was 
able to find the model’s true parameters. One method to check the performance of the EA is to 
measure the accuracy of the EA-defined parameters to the true parameters, as mentioned above. 




identifiable (Figure 1.7C, left). ‘Identifiability’ describes the extent to which unique parameter 
values can be derived from fitting a model to experimental data (58). Models that have non-
identifiable parameters are considered ‘sloppy,’ and the predictive power and limitations of such 
models are an emerging field of research (59–61). There are many sophisticated methods to 
perform identifiability analysis (58, 62–70), but we can approximate this analysis by observing 
the distribution and variance of the parameter values found by the EA. The parameter values 
from our top individuals narrow further when just observing top ten (Figure 1.7C left compared 
to right), but the identifiability trend remains the same. Our analysis of this example model 
suggests that the most identifiable parameters are those that are directly associated with the 
training data. Several groups have researched methods to either optimize the minimum 
experiments for full parameter identification (71, 72) or perform reduction of order to eliminate 
unnecessary parameters (73, 74), but it ultimately depends on the model and the scientific 
question. 
Another performance check is to observe how well these parameters were able to capture 
the X species behavior, though these parameters were not trained to this data. As shown 
previously in Figure 1.7B, (blue line for simulation and blue points for data), these EA-defined 
parameter sets show a varying degree of success for capturing the true X behavior. Analysis of 
the SSE between the EA-derived and true parameters shows that the 1st individual had the overall 
closest values to the true parameters even though the 4th individual had the best overall SSE 
when fitting the simulation to the synthetic data (including the X data) (Table 1.2). It is not 
surprising that the two individuals that do not fit well have the least accurate parameter values, 




knowing the other model species behaviors, which can further assist in model fitting and 
parameter identifiability. 
Another aspect to consider while training a model is the importance of individual 
experimental timepoints. The synthetic data that was used to train the toy model had values of Y 
for every minute. Suppose these measurements were taken every 5 minutes instead (Figure 
1.8A). We lose the observed oscillatory behavior in the first 10 minutes due to the coarseness of 
this experimental time-step. Overall, the fits to this 1-minute dataset produced low SSEs, but 
showed a wide array of behaviors for both the trained (Y) and untrained (X) model species 
(Figure 1.8B). Training the model on this 5-minute dataset, I observed better average error per 
datapoint than when the error from training on the 1-minute dataset (Figure 1.8C). The average 
error for the 5-minute dataset was also lower than when trained on both the X and Y 1-minute 
and 5-minute datasets. This highlights that lower error does not always result in better model 
performance when comparing the training on different datasets. In this example, the most crucial 
timepoints for successful parameter estimation were those capturing the oscillatory behavior 
(timepoints up to 15 min). Thus, appropriately designing experiments to maximize the amount of 
information conveyed in the dynamics, bearing in mind experimental feasibility, is necessary to 
capture the dynamics of interest because these measurements will drive the success of the model 
and its interpretation (75).  
Ultimately, the success of parameter estimation is heavily dependent on the experimental 
datasets and the models tested. This implies that model building requires interpretation by a 
modeler to understand specific caveats of the model. It is helpful to weigh all of the 
considerations in this section in light of the overall goal of the model. If the goal of our toy 




datasets will certainly not provide enough evidence that that feedback loop exists, even if the 
model fits the data well. Consider the null model, in which there is no negative feedback loop; 
fitting this model to the 5-minute dataset, produces just as good, if not better qualitative fits 
(Figure 1.9). Though this conclusion may be unsurprising in this example, this type of critical 
thinking can aid in streamlining the model building and fitting process when dealing with more 
complex circuits or hypotheses. Perhaps a handful of the parameter values are non-identifiable. 
This may not matter if the model predictions do not rely on the specificity of those parameters 
due to internal redundancies and correlations of their values. In the end, a model will always be a 
simplification of the system of interest, and therefore, it is most useful to focus on what the 
model can do, rather than attempting to achieve model perfection.  
 
 
Model-Driven Experimental Design 
“Model-driven experimental design” is the general method of designing experiments that 
can inform or validate mathematical models. These experiments can inform a model by 
providing more data necessary to identify parameters, as discussed above. They can validate a 
model by proving whether model predictions are correct. Performing experiments based on 
model predictions can also assist in differentiating between multiple models. Whether informing 
or validating a model, a modeler uses knowledge gained from preliminary modeling results to 
design the next set of experiments in a complementary manner that can ultimately deepen our 
knowledge of a system.  
Model selection is a process of choosing the most likely model from a set of candidate 
models given the experimental data, which requires assessing how well a model explains that 




criterion (76) and Bayesian information criterion (77), (for applications of ODE model 
comparison, consult (78, 79)). However, if performing parameter estimation simultaneously with 
model comparison, these methods can be computationally costly depending on the total 
parameter search space. Cross-validation approaches can also be used for model selection, 
though they can have drawbacks depending on how the data is partitioned (80). Hybrid methods 
have recently been developed to circumvent this issue by sampling search space and 
approximating a marginal likelihood for both parameters and models (48, 81). Notably, all of 
these methods penalize models with more terms as to avoid overfitting to the data. For a 
complete review covering different methods of model selection of ODE models, see (82).  
Many of the above methods are useful when additional data collection is challenging due 
to the nature of the experiment or the system. These statistical methods provide excellent means 
for theoretically testing models, but empirical evidence supporting a model is an arguably more 
definitive means for providing evidence in support of a given model. To discriminate between 
competing models, we can use them to predict signaling behaviors with different initial 
conditions, with different input profiles, or with structural changes to the circuit to represent gene 
deletions (83). These concepts are illustrated in Figure 1.10, comparing the predictions of the 
models with and without negative feedback fitted to 5-minute data (Figure 1.10A) in response to 
these methods of model-driven experimental design.  We can then maximize the differences 
between each of the model’s predictions so that experimental validation can provide conclusive 
results. A strength in studying a simple signaling pathway is that there are fewer of these 
challenges to overcome. It is generally more feasible to build a model that can accurately predict 




this thesis, I combine multiple methods to discriminate between models in order to identify the 
most likely pathway architecture of unknown mechanisms within the HOG pathway.  
 
Summary 
 This dissertation is an interdisciplinary study in which I combine mathematical modeling 
and bench experiments to understand the encoding and decoding of signals by an intracellular 
signaling transduction. I focus on understanding dose-to-duration dynamics within the yeast 
HOG pathway and identifying their molecular mechanisms. These findings are likely to apply to 
higher order eukaryotes. By using experimental data to train my models, my model predictions 
are highly representative of the signaling system. Another strength in using basic signaling 
systems is that further experiments, including those require specific molecular variants, are easily 
performed in a relatively high-throughput manner. These experiments can validate model 
findings providing further evidence of a particular mechanism. Altogether, this work investigates 
methods of parameter optimization and model selection while identifying important mechanisms 













Table 1.1: Summary of 15 HOG models and a short summary of their findings. 
 
Citation Relevant findings 
Klipp 2005 
(43) 
Full pathway model investigating the role of negative feedback. 
Nan 2007 
(26) 
Hog1 feedback phosphorylation of Sho1 dampens signaling. 
Mettetal 2008 
(44) 
Osmoadaptation does not require protein synthesis, but transcription of 
negative regulators help to respond to future stresses. 
Hersen 2008 
(84) 
Hog1 nuclear translocation acts a low-pass filter. 
Macia 2009 
(85) 
Sln1 branch causes high Hog1 basal activation. 
Muzzey 2009 
(86) 
Negative feedback mechanisms and their roles in turgor regulation.  
Zi 2010 
(51) 
Predictive modeling of Hog1 nuclear translocation in response to different 
input pulses and ramps. 
Schaber 2012 
(87) 




Mechanisms of Hog1-dependent metabolism for adaptation. 
English 2015 
(22) 




Hog1 feedback phosphorylation on Ssk2 dampens signaling. 
Mitchell 2015 
(89) 













Methods of measuring Hog1 nuclear translocation in response to different 













Table 1.2: Parameter error and simulation error from EA parameter estimation.  
 
Individual Difference of estimated 
parameter values  
and real values 
Total SSE 
(X and Y) 
1 1.05 31.3 
2 1.45 29.8 
3 50.74 35.1 
4 1.14 29.2 
5 1.64 29.4 
6 1.82 43.2 
7 48.51 33.4 
8 1.95 30.3 
9 2.09 40.3 








Figure 1.1: Dose-to-duration signaling. 
Dose-to-duration signaling encodes the strength of the stimulus (blue, low; green, medium; red, 
high), into the duration of the full activation of a signaling molecule. These dynamics are then 







Figure 1.2: Simple signaling motifs.  
(A) Simple regulation of a signal controlling the up-regulation of X and then Y, which can also 
be down-regulated. Y drives the observe cellular response. (B) Feedback (top row) and 
feedforward (bottom row) loops control the flow of information by amplifying or suppressing the 
signal. Green arrows indicate additional up-regulation of either upstream or downstream 







Figure 1.3: Canonical MAPK cascade structure.  
An extracellular stimulus activates a membrane-bound receptor which will initiate intracellular 
signaling. Usually the MAPK cascade is a few steps downstream of the receptor (as shown by 
the dashed line). A MAP3K (red) activates a MAP2K (blue) which activates a MAPK (green). 
MAP2Ks and MAPKs are generally activated by dual phosphorylation. The terminal MAPK 







Figure 1.4: The High Osmolarity Glycerol pathway.  
The HOG pathway has a MAPK cascade embedded within its structure, as highlighted with 
color. Hyperosmotic stress activates the Sln1 and Sho1 input branches leading to Hog1 
activation. Hog1 remains in the cytosol or translocates into the nucleus in a time-dependent 








Figure 1.5: Toy negative feedback model showing various dynamics.  
(A) Model schematic with parameters labeling their corresponding rates. (B) Parameter values 
used in the model in (A) that create either sigmoidal or oscillatory dynamics. (C) Sigmoidal (left) 
and oscillatory (right) model behaviors using the parameter values in (B) plotted over time. (D) 






Figure 1.6: The Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) (57).  
This optimization technique randomly selects parameter values in a set of parameters 
(“individual”) and cycles through “generations” of individuals, selecting for those that score the 
best. The “fight” step will eliminate the worst parameter sets, keeping n individuals within a 
population. Thus, when individuals “mate,” their parameters crossover in their offspring. Then, 
random parameters will “mutate” to another value, and the cycle will continue on. Figure 





Figure 1.7: Parameter estimation results using the EA.  
(A) Individual Sum of Squared Errors (SSEs) over EA generations. Left: SSE over 50 
generations for the best resulting individual from each EA run (of 50). Right: Same as left, but 
plotting only the top 10 individuals. (B) Resulting simulation fits (lines) to the data (points) for 
the top ten scoring individuals. Synthetic data for X (blue) and Y (green) are plotted, but model 
was trained solely on Y data. (C) Learned parameter values for the model. Left: values of all best 
individual runs (as in A, left). Right: values of top ten individual runs (as in A, right). Hue 









Figure 1.8: The influence of experimental data on EA performance.  
(A) X and Y behaviors (same as 5C), with 5-minute data points sampled. (B) Resulting 
simulation fits (lines) to the data (points) for the top ten scoring individuals. Synthetic data for X 
(blue) and Y (green) are plotted, but model was trained solely on Y data. (C) Comparison of the 
average SSEs per datapoint among all of the individuals resulting from training on either the 5-








Figure 1.9: Null model (no negative feedback) captures 5-minute datasets.  
Top: Model without negative feedback. Bottom: Resulting simulation fits (lines) to the data 







Figure 1.10: Model-driven experimental design comparing models with and without 
feedback.  
(A) Models with (left) and without (right) negative feedback can fit the X and Y synthetic data. 
To differentiate their behaviors even further, we can make hypotheses of model behaviors after 
changing the system. (B) Changing initial values of the components changes model behavior. 
Left: Component dynamics of the model with negative feedback present with X=10 and Y=0 as 
initial values. Right: Dynamics resulting from model without negative feedback, from Figure 9. 
(C) Same as (B), but with pulses of signal for 5-minute durations. (D) Same as (B) and (C) but 
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CHAPTER II: MODEL-DRIVEN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN IDENTIFIES COUNTER-
ACTING FEEDBACK REGULATION IN THE OSMOTIC STRESS RESPONSE  
 
Introduction 
All organisms rely on intracellular signaling systems to protect themselves from 
environmental stress. These pathways execute the appropriate cellular response by relaying the 
strength, duration, and other quantitative information about changing environmental conditions 
(1, 2). When the external stimulus is harmful to the cell, the cell’s response can determine 
whether it survives. To mitigate the effects of stress, cells use signaling pathways that 
incorporate mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades (3). In this three-tiered signaling 
motif, a MAPK kinase kinase (MAP3K) phosphorylates a MAPK kinase (MAP2K), which in 
turn phosphorylates a terminal MAPK. These phosphorylation events occur within the activation 
loop of the kinase domain, thereby enabling catalytic activity. The MAPK coordinates all events 
required for a proper response to the environmental stress.  
The MAPK signaling cascade is conserved in all eukaryotic organisms, from humans to 
yeast. In the case of the S. cerevisiae High Osmolarity Glycerol (HOG) pathway, hyperosmotic 
stress initiates signaling to activate cytoprotective responses (4–7). This signaling occurs through 
the Sln1 and Sho1 input branches where the Sln1 branch has two MAP3Ks, Ssk2 and Ssk22, 
while the Sho1 branch has a single MAP3K, Ste11 (Fig. 1). All three of these MAP3Ks converge 
on and activate the MAP2K Pbs2, while Pbs2 alone activates the MAPK Hog1. Hog1 (p38 in 




pressure over time. Hog1 is known to phosphorylate at least 35 proteins, some of which are 
transcription factors in the nucleus leading to the induction or repression of ~300 genes (8–10). 
Activation of this pathway is transient, and once cells have fully-adapted, they can resume cell 
cycle progression and proliferation (11). 
MAPK signaling networks rely on feedback regulation to amplify or diminish a signal in 
a time-dependent manner (12, 13). For example, Hog1 phosphorylates the osmosensor Sho1 and 
the MAP3K Ssk2, leading to diminished signal transduction (14, 15). Similarly, Hog1-dependent 
phosphorylation of Ste50, the adapter protein of Ste11, increases its dissociation from its 
signaling complex, thereby dampening signal transmission (16, 17). Hog1-dependent activity 
also attenuates signaling by initiating the closure of osmolyte channels, inducing the synthesis of 
amino acid metabolites, increasing the production of osmolytes like glycerol and trehalose, and 
inducing the transcription of osmolyte metabolism-associated genes (9, 18–21). Phosphorylation 
and osmolyte accumulation act on different timescales to suppress Hog1 signaling, and therefore 
could differentially affect the dynamics of Hog1 activity. However, while multiple feedback 
loops have been identified for the HOG pathway, it is unknown how these regulatory 
mechanisms function together or if they are sufficient to capture the dynamics of activity. 
Hog1 acts, in part, by regulating its own catalytic activity. In response to a wide range of 
external salt concentrations, Hog1 is rapidly and fully phosphorylated, whereas 
dephosphorylation occurs at increasingly later times as the dose of the stimulus increases (22). 
Because different doses of salt elicit different transcriptional responses, it is evident that signal 
duration, rather than amplitude, transmits information regarding the external salt concentration. 
This signature behavior has been referred to as “dose-to-duration” signaling (23). Experiments 




revealed that Hog1 kinase activity is essential for dose-to-duration behavior. In the absence of 
MAPK catalytic activity, it is the maximal level rather than the duration of Hog1 
phosphorylation that is dependent on the concentration of external osmolytes; peak 
phosphorylation is delayed and is far more sustained than that of the wildtype MAPK (22). These 
observations indicate that Hog1 kinase activity is required for full activation by the MAP2K 
Pbs2 and for timely inactivation by appropriate phosphatases. Such behaviors are indicative of 
positive and negative feedback. However, while the necessity of feedback within the HOG 
pathway has long been appreciated, many details of the mechanisms controlling Hog1 
phosphorylation dynamics are still unknown. This is in part due to the complexities of the 
observed behaviors, which are both dose- and time-dependent. Thus, despite the relative 
simplicity of the yeast HOG pathway, we still lack comprehensive knowledge of its regulation 
dynamics. 
One approach to understanding complex biological data is to describe them using 
mathematical models. The structures of HOG pathway models have varied substantially, from 
having minimal two state systems to representing all of the HOG pathway components (26–28). 
A subset has focused on negative feedback while others have investigated the role of the two 
input branches (29–31). Many models investigating feedback regulation concluded that the 
pathway needs Hog1-dependent integral negative feedback control to exhibit perfect adaptation 
(26, 32–35). Other models further explored different mechanisms of negative feedback, 
proposing that the required feedback mechanism entails the slow accumulation of osmolytes (18, 
30). Subsequently, our experimental efforts revealed the potential importance of positive 
feedback for fast Hog1 activation (22). However, there are no reported mechanisms of positive 




Despite substantial progress, a complete systems-level understanding for the role of 
counter-acting feedback regulation is still lacking, even in yeast. Therefore, our goal here was to 
perform a systematic computational analysis of Hog1 activity that could identify likely targets of 
feedback regulation and to then design experiments to test the predicted feedback loops. This 
approach might then be adapted to homologous MAPK pathways in humans. The starting point 
for our investigations was a model of a three-tiered MAPK cascade to which we systematically 
added different potential feedback motifs. In particular, we started with a minimal model for 
adaptation involving a single negative feedback loop (36), and added candidate feedback loops 
until we were able to reproduce Hog1 phosphorylation dynamics. Combining modeling and 
biological experiments allowed us to identify the necessary feedback mechanisms by using each 
method to inform the other in an iterative process. As detailed below, our investigations 
determined that fast positive feedback and delayed negative feedback can account for the time- 
and dose-dependent behaviors during osmotic stress.  
 
Results  
Hog1 and Pbs2 phosphorylation are dependent on Hog1 kinase activity 
Our broad objective was to identify pathway circuitry for regulating MAPK signaling 
generally, and for the HOG pathway in particular. We first collected the experimental data 
depicting pathway dynamics. Our approach was to design time-course experiments that measure 
the dynamics of Hog1 and its upstream kinase, Pbs2, under various experimental conditions. 
Using this approach, we defined 10 important characteristics of the HOG pathway that our 
models need to capture in order to be biologically accurate. These 10 characteristics are 




We first assessed Hog1 phosphorylation upon hyperosmotic stress. We exposed liquid 
cultures to a range of KCl concentrations and collected whole-cell lysates over time. To quantify 
the proportion of phosphorylated Hog1, we used Phos-tag immunoblotting, which resolves 
different states of a protein in proportion to the number of sites phosphorylated (37). Because 
wildtype Hog1 is normally either unphosphorylated or dually phosphorylated, we could easily 
distinguish the two forms of the protein after SDS-PAGE with the Phos-tag reagent (Fig. 2A, 
left). The stoichiometry of phosphorylation was calculated as the proportion of dually 
phosphorylated Hog1 compared to the total amount of Hog1 in each lane (Fig. 2A, right). 
Consistent with previous results (22), we observed three characteristic features of Hog1: (1) no 
basal activation, (2) fast and full activation in response to KCl, and (3) transient duration of 
activation that is proportional to the KCl dose. These features give rise to dose-to-duration 
signaling.  
Hog1 kinase activity can be selectively blocked using an analog-sensitive Hog1 variant 
(Hog1 T100A) that is inhibited with the ATP analog, [1-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-3-(1-naphthalenyl)1H-
pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidin-4-amine] or 1-NA-PP1 (38). Accordingly, we stimulated cells 
following Hog1T100A inhibition, and ran Phos-tag SDS-PAGE as previously described (22). 
Inhibited Hog1 (Hog1-as) exhibited three characteristics that differ from wildtype. Consistent 
with results of English et al. (2015), we observed Hog1 dynamics that were: (4) slow and (5) 
sustained (Fig. 2B). The slowed rate of activation and lack of full dual phosphorylation when 
Hog1 is inhibited indicates the presence of Hog1-dependent positive feedback. Furthermore, as 
noted previously, Hog1 exhibits basal dual phosphorylation when its kinase activity is inhibited 
(22, 30, 39). Our quantification revealed that under these conditions dually phosphorylated Hog1 




feature (6)) (Fig. 2C).  The lack of signal attenuation and increase in the basal level of dually 
phosphorylated Hog1 in the absence of Hog1 activity demonstrated Hog1-dependent negative 
feedback. These results reflected the complexity of HOG signaling and motivated our 
investigations to determine where in the pathway feedback regulation acts. 
We next measured the dynamics of another upstream signaling component, at multiple 
salt concentrations, with and without Hog1 kinase inhibition. Our rationale was that these 
experiments would provide important additional data for informing our models and identifying 
targets of feedback regulation. We chose the MAP2K Pbs2 because it is more abundant than any 
one of the MAP3Ks, is common to both input branches of the pathway and is phosphorylated 
when activated (40). Thus, we used the Phos-tag western blotting technique described above to 
measure the dose- and Hog1-kinase dependency of Pbs2 phosphorylation dynamics. As shown in 
Fig. 2D, osmotic stress stimulation caused a mobility shift of Pbs2 that was (7) fast and partial 
and also (8) transient. This behavior mirrored two of the wildtype properties, but unlike Hog1, 
Pbs2 did not become fully phosphorylated at 150 mM KCl. When Hog1 was kinase-inhibited, 
Pbs2 phosphorylation was also (9) fast and partial, but (10) sustained, as observed for Hog1-as, 
indicating signal attenuation occurs earlier in the pathway.  
 
Delayed negative feedback promotes pathway deactivation 
Our next step was to identify potential HOG feedback circuits by fitting models to our 
Hog1 and Pbs2 phosphorylation data. We considered a model successful if it could capture the 
10 pathway characteristics enumerated above. We took a systematic approach by beginning with 
a minimal model for adaptive behavior and adding complexity as needed. In this way, we hoped 




MAPK cascade was comprised of a single negative feedback loop initiating from Hog1 and 
targeting the MAP3K (Fig. 3A). From a biological perspective, this model represented Hog1 
suppressing its own activity by diminishing the rate at which the MAPK3K is activated; this 
might occur through increasing the intracellular osmolyte concentration, feedback 
phosphorylation or both (14, 15, 22).  The model consists of three species, representing each of 
the three kinases in the MAPK cascade. We modeled phosphorylation and dephosphorylation 
using Michaelis-Menten kinetics and ignored the synthesis and degradation of the kinases, as 
their expression is not known to be induced following hyperosmotic stress.   
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where each Ki represented a Michaelis constant, the ki’s were either the kcat or Vmax of the 
reaction, depending on whether the enzyme concentration was explicitly taken into account, and 
kb was the basal activation rate (22, 39). We assumed that salt increases the Vmax of the reaction 
for activation of the MAP3K. That is, k1 = k1’ KCl. We used a decreasing Hill function to 
include negative feedback, with 𝛽𝛽 representing the concentration of active Hog1 needed to 
reduce the MAP3K activation rate by half.  
Having defined a model, we then sought to fit it to our experimental data. To perform 




that minimized the distance between simulated fits and the data based on mean squared error 
(MSE). Previous benchmark efforts have shown that similar combination strategies are 
particularly efficient and best performing when compared to stand alone methods (41). Here, we 
used an evolutionary algorithm (EA) (42) that performs a global search method within a large 
search space to find best-fitting parameter sets. We then used an approximate Bayesian 
computation sequential Monte Carlo (ABC SMC) method (43) to fine-tune the EA-determined 
parameter sets to further realize distributions of model parameter values that produced results 
consistent with the data (Fig. 3B-C). This process resulted in 1000 parameter sets that could meet 
the model-specific MSE thresholds. Details of our parameter optimization method are provided 
in the Methods section.   
We fit Model I to our data presented in Fig. 2. We simulated wildtype behavior with the 
full system and simulated kinase-inhibited behavior by removing the Hog1-dependent negative 
feedback loop. Model I could neither capture full Hog1 activation nor full deactivation (Fig. 3C 
(top right panel)). We inferred that Model I was unsuccessful at capturing our data because in the 
model Hog1 activity immediately suppresses activation of the MAP3K, and consequentially the 
model could not simultaneously satisfy the constraints of full activation in wildtype cells and the 
amplitude dependence of Hog1-as strain. This reasoning was in agreement with work in Schaber 
et al. (2012) in which they find a delayed negative feedback is necessary for full signal 
attenuation while negative feedback originating from Hog1 serves to fine-tune the response. 
Hence, we expanded Model I to include an additional step between Hog1 activation and pathway 
inhibition to produce a time delay in the negative feedback loop (Fig. 3D). This circuitry was 
consistent with prior models (44) and experimental studies, which demonstrate that full HOG 




species could represent any up-regulated signaling processes downstream of Hog1. Therefore, 
we updated the model to include this process.  
Model II (Fig. 3D): 
Model I equations 2, and 3 remained the same in Model II. The osmolyte concentration was 
modeled using the following equation: 
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑠𝑠1 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1 − 𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠                                                 (4) 
where s1 was the rate of osmolyte synthesis, which requires active Hog1, and d1 was rate of 
osmolyte degradation. Model I equation 1 was updated to replace active Hog1 in the negative 
feedback term with the osmolyte concentration. Overall, adding a delay in the negative feedback 
loop substantially improved the performance of the model and allowed it to capture full Hog1 
deactivation (Fig. S1). However, Model II still could not capture full Hog1 phosphorylation.  
Investigating the behavior of the osmolyte concentration, we found that Model II 
predicted a 2-fold increase of the putative osmolyte species over the course of 15 minutes after 
350 mM KCl stimulus (Fig. 3E). To test the model, we exposed cells, with and without Hog1 
activity, to 350 mM KCl and measured glycerol accumulation over time (Fig. 3E). While 
glycerol exhibited a higher-than predicted increase (four-fold vs two-fold), the dynamics were 
similar to the model prediction (Fig. 3F). The discrepancy in abundance was likely due to Hog1-
independent glycerol production. We observed 1- to 2- fold increase of glycerol accumulation in 
the hog1∆ and Hog1-as cells treated with 1-NA-PP1 (Fig. S2) as reported previously for glycerol 
and other osmolytes (18–20). We then perturbed the behavior of Model II’s osmolyte species to 
understand how the osmolyte concentration inhibited Hog1 dynamics. Increasing the osmolyte 




Hog1 activation to 5 minutes (Fig. S3, left compared to center). Decreasing the osmolyte 
synthesis rate caused it to accumulate more slowly thereby extending the duration of Hog1 
activation to over an hour (Fig. S3, left compared to right). This delayed negative feedback does 
not only determine the timing of Hog1 dephosphorylation, but also the ability of Hog1 to fully 
adapt, as seen when decreasing the osmolyte synthesis rate (Fig. S3, bottom right). Altogether, 
these data suggested that a necessary negative feedback originates from a downstream species 
for full signal attenuation, and that species could likely be the accumulation of intracellular 
osmolytes.  
Thus, compared to Model I, Model II was better able to capture Hog1 dose-to duration 
dynamics and Pbs2 dynamics. However, the revised model still failed to capture full Hog1 
activation and poorly replicated other features of the data, such as the basal phosphorylation 
dynamics in the Hog1-as strain. While at this point, we do not rule out Model II from further 
consideration, its inability to replicate several pathway features motivated us to investigate if 
other potential feedback loops.  
 
Fast positive feedback promotes pathway activation 
Model II captured many of the characteristics of Hog1 activation and deactivation. 
However, Model II did not reach full activation of Hog1, even at the highest concentrations of 
stimulus. This failure of the model suggests that it lacks an important positive feedback loop. 
Since Hog1 activation occurred within two minutes, positive feedback would need to act rapidly. 
Thus, we hypothesized that it originates from Hog1 directly phosphorylating a pathway 
component. To test this possibility, we expanded Model II into three new models (Models IIa-c) 




kinase cascade: ‘a’ targeted the MAP3K, ‘b’ targeted Pbs2, and ‘c’ targeted Hog1 itself.  These 
loops were modeled by including a term in the relevant activation rate that was proportional to 
the level of active Hog1.  
For example, Model IIc included Model II equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the following 









                               (3)  
where Hog1-mediated positive feedback (𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1) increased its own activation. 
We used the same procedure as described above to train the models. A summary of each model’s 
fit to the data is provided in Fig. 4A. Model IIa produced results very similar to Model II (Fig. 
S4), while Models IIb-c with positive feedback targeting Pbs2 and Hog1, respectively, produced 
better fits to the data and were able to capture all 10 pathway characteristics (Model IIb: Fig. 
S5B-C, Model IIc: Fig. 4B-D). We also found that these two models could predict wildtype 
Hog1 behavior in response to intermediate single-step KCl concentrations: 250, 350, and 450 
mM KCl from in English et al., (2015) (Model IIb: Fig. S5D, Model IIc: Fig. 4E (left)). These 
models also followed similar Hog1-as dynamics as the previously published data, though Hog1 
phosphorylation in their data is slightly higher than that seen in our data (Fig. 4E, right compared 
to Fig. 4D, center). Even with this small discrepancy, these data suggested Hog1 phosphorylates 
a pathway component at or below that of the MAP2K Pbs2, forming a positive feedback loop.  
To complete our systematic screen of potential circuitries, we also added positive 
feedback loops to our Model I to determine whether a positive feedback and direct negative 
feedback was sufficient to capture our signaling dynamics. Nevertheless, in Models Ia-c, Hog1 




Together, these results supported the existence of a delayed negative feedback loop as well as a 
fast positive feedback loop targeting a component within close proximity of Hog1. 
 
Experimental validation of computational models reveals positive feedback targeting Hog1 
A successful model must not only fit relevant data but also predict new behavior. One 
particularly informative approach is to use such models to predict the response to dynamic input 
and determine whether they are able to capture dynamics more complex than those used to train 
the model. With two pathway circuitries (Models IIb and IIc) that sufficiently captured our data 
(Fig. 5A), we aimed to differentiate them by predicting Hog1 behavior in response to increasing 
step stimuli. To identify the best model, we sought an input that produced different outputs for 
each model, and to then test those conditions experimentally (47). 
Following this strategy, we computationally generated 1000 random input profiles of 
increasing salt concentrations and predicted Hog1 response to each input profile using Models 
IIb and IIc. These step profiles were designed so that they could be experimentally tested in vivo. 
We ranked the resulting input profiles based on which generated the largest differences in the 
Hog1 response (Fig. 5B). For example, Fig. 5C shows three selected inputs ("Step”) that 
correspond to the Hog1 dynamics predicted by the two models in Fig. 5D. Step #100 generated 
similar predictions among the models while Step #990 resulted in distinct Hog1 behaviors. Step 
#550 also predicted model-dependent dynamics, but the differences were too small to be 
experimentally decipherable. Generally, the input profiles that produced the greatest difference 
between the Hog1 behaviors were those that allowed Hog1 to adapt to an initial step of KCl 
before introducing a second step (shaded area in Fig. 5B). For Step #990, Model IIb predicted 




predicted full Hog1 phosphorylation in response to this second step (Fig. 5D right column). 
These results indicated that Step #990 would discriminate between the two models.  
We then measured the biological Hog1 response to Step #990. We exposed cells to the 
stimulus profile used in our simulations: beginning with an initial salt stimulus of 250 mM KCl 
and then raising the salt concentration to 550 mM KCl after 20 minutes. Hog1 activity was again 
measured by Phos-tag immunoblotting (Fig. 5E, left). Quantitation of the blots shows that Hog1 
responded normally to the first step of stimulus – becoming completely phosphorylated by two 
minutes and then fully adapting within 15 minutes (Fig. 5E, right). Upon the second stimulus 
step, Hog1 was again fully activated and then fully adapted. This result was similar to previously 
published measures of Hog1 translocation and phosphorylation (by phospho-p38 
immunoblotting) in response to steps of equal magnitude (14, 34, 48). In further support of 
Model IIc, we then predicted Hog1 dual phosphorylation if its kinase activity was inhibited 
directly before the second stimulus step of Step #990.  To conduct this experiment, we utilized 
the Hog1-as strain. Again, results most closely aligned with Model IIc (Fig. S7). Thus, our 
experimental results supported the predictions of Model IIc, indicating that positive feedback 
likely acted at the level of Hog1 rather than elsewhere in the MAPK cascade.  
 
Positive feedback is independent of feedback phosphorylation 
Our modeling results suggested that positive feedback amplifies the signal at the level of 
Hog1. There were two ways in which feedback phosphorylation could activate the MAPK: by 
increasing its phosphorylation rate (Fig. 6) or decreasing its dephosphorylation rate (Fig. 7). 
Since positive feedback happened quickly, it seemed likely that the feedback target was a direct 




followed by a proline. Phosphorylation at these sites typically invokes conformational changes or 
alters binding affinities, resulting in rapid changes in substrate function (49, 50). If positive 
feedback was due to phosphorylation by Hog1, then mutating the MAPK consensus sites in 
potential feedback targets should dampen Hog1 activity.  
We then used Model IIc to investigate how feedback phosphorylation would amplify 
Hog1 phosphorylation. By assigning the activation rate α to 0, thereby eliminating positive 
feedback, the model predicted a reduction in Hog1 phosphorylation, particularly at low salt 
concentrations (Fig. 6B). Based on these predictions, we anticipated that 350 mM KCl would be 
particularly informative since it was low enough to cause at least a 25% decrease in Hog1 
phosphorylation over several timepoints (Fig. 6B). To disrupt the putative positive feedback 
loop, we mutated the two MAPK consensus sites on Hog1 (Hog12A mutant) and monitored its 
phosphorylation in response to 350 mM KCl. Immunoblotting after Phos-tag SDS-PAGE 
showed that these mutations did not alter Hog1 dynamics (Fig. 6C), in contrast to predictions of 
Model IIc. We then considered Pbs2 as a potential substrate since it is responsible for Hog1 
activation. We mutated its 6 MAPK consensus sites (Pbs26A mutant), and found that these 
alterations also produced minimal changes in Hog1 activation (Fig. 6D). Taken together, these 
results advocated that phosphorylation of Pbs2 or Hog1 was not the source of positive feedback 
in the system. 
 
Positive feedback results from mutual inhibition of Hog1 and its phosphatases 
We then considered an alternative scenario where Hog1 acted by decreasing its own rate 




constructed a new model, Model III, that incorporated another model species representing Hog1 
phosphatases and included mutual inhibition between the phosphatases and Hog1. 
Model III: 




𝑘𝑘5 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠2 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐼𝐼
𝐾𝐾5 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐼𝐼
−  
(𝑘𝑘6  +  𝛼𝛼1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑) ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1
𝐾𝐾6 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1







(𝑘𝑘8  +  𝛼𝛼2 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1) ∙ 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾8 + 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
                    (5) 
where 𝛼𝛼1 was phosphatase-driven Hog1 suppression and 𝛼𝛼2 was Hog1-driven phosphatase 
suppression. Here, the total phosphatase concentration was conserved. 
We determined whether Model III could perform equal to or outperform Model IIc. We 
trained Model III on the same phosphorylation data for both Pbs2 and Hog1, as previously done 
for Model IIc (Fig. 3). Resulting fits to Model III captured our 10 pathway characteristics as well 
as Model IIc (Fig. S8). Based on these results, we concluded that mutual inhibition is a candidate 
for positive feedback in HOG signaling pathway.  
Next, we sought to gain experimental evidence in support of our mutual inhibition 
hypothesis. We examined three potential targets of mutual inhibition: the Hog1-directed 
phosphatases Ptc1, Ptp2, and Ptp3 (51–54). Ptc1 dephosphorylates Hog1 at its activation loop 
threonine site while Ptp2 and Ptp3 dephosphorylate the remaining tyrosine site. Among these 
three phosphatases there are 22 putative MAPK consensus sites. Hog1 could phosphorylate a 
combination of these sites to suppress phosphatase activity. Since mutating every site was 
infeasible, we instead deleted the PTC1, PTP2, PTP3 genes and monitored Hog1 




but did not result in the Hog1 dynamics that the model predicted (Fig. S9). This result suggested 
that a single phosphatase is unlikely to be responsible for feedback regulation.  
Existing evidence indicates that the three phosphatases work together to dephosphorylate 
Hog1, making it likely that Hog1, in turn, inhibits multiple phosphatases. In particular, dual 
deletions of PTC1 and PTP2 are lethal, most likely due to Hog1 hyperactivation (55). Our 
previously published data showed that Hog1 was basally phosphorylated in a ptp2Δptp3Δ 
background (22). Additional investigation revealed that deletion of both PTP2 and PTP3 results 
in high (70%) basal phosphorylation of Hog1 (Fig. 7A); in response to 350 mM KCl, Hog1 is 
fully phosphorylated and then returns back to 70% basal activation. Though this experimental 
result alone was insufficient to suggest that positive feedback acts through mutual inhibition, we 
could nevertheless use this data to retrain our models to determine if positive feedback was 
needed in the system. 
To distinguish between the mutual inhibition and positive feedback loop mechanisms, we 
compared how well Model III and IIc fit our ptp2Δptp3Δ data. We retrained Model IIc and III to 
the basal phosphorylation of the ptp2Δptp3Δ data and compared their performance. For Model 
IIc, we simulated ptp2Δptp3Δ by fitting a separate Hog1 deactivation rate. For Model III, we 
simulated phosphatase deletion by setting their concentration to 0 (Fig. 7B). Fitting to these 
additional data, we found that Model III was able to capture the experimental data (Fig. 7C, top) 
whereas Model IIc could not, particularly in the wildtype strain (Fig. 7C, bottom). These results 
suggested that the positive feedback is not present within a ptp2Δptp3Δ background. Model III 
also predicted the experimental Hog1 response to Step #990 (Fig. 7D, top right) and nearly 
predicted Hog1 behavior of the ptp2Δptp3Δ strain to a single step of 350 mM KCl (Fig. 7D, top 




experimental measurements for the ptp2Δptp3Δ strain showed faster adaptation than predicted in 
our simulations. However, this faster dephosphorylation was likely driven by other yeast 
phosphatases not present in the model. Meanwhile, the retrained Model IIc poorly predicted the 
Hog1 dynamics in response to 350 mM KCl (Fig. 7D, bottom left) and the full Hog1 
phosphorylation in response to Step #990 (Fig. 7D, bottom right). The performance of Model III, 
in both its fits to the data and its prediction of the increasing step stimulus behavior, provided 
strong evidence for mutual inhibition between Hog1 and its phosphatases. We concluded that 
mutual inhibition was responsible for positive feedback in the HOG MAPK cascade.  
 
Discussion  
Feedback regulation often determines the timing of signaling events, allowing for an 
appropriate cellular response. For the HOG pathway, we and others have previously shown that a 
progressively stronger input leads to a progressively longer output (22, 23, 56). What has been 
lacking is a comprehensive understanding of the feedback mechanisms responsible for the 
encoding of this distinctive “dose-to-duration” signaling profile. To elucidate these mechanisms, 
we systematically tested 8 network architectures and found two that could fit our experimental 
data. By changing the input profile and predicting the biological response, we found conditions 
that could differentiate between the two models. Experimental validation identified slow 
negative feedback and fast positive feedback as the most likely circuitry. In this way, our 
iterative approach allowed us to identify new mechanisms of regulation in the canonical HOG 
pathway.  
The present work highlights the unique importance of tyrosine phosphatases. However, 




mechanisms, such as phosphorylation of upstream components and other phosphatases. Other 
mechanisms of feedback have been suggested, particularly between the two input branches 
which seem to suppress one another’s activity (29). Thus, feedback likely acts on a variety of 
components to continuously fine-tune the cell’s response to a given stimulus. Other processes 
may prove to be important but on different timescales. For example, shortly after the stimulus, 
Hog1 phosphorylates a regulator of Fps1, a glycerol export channel, resulting in rapid channel 
closure and the accumulation of glycerol in the cell (21). On a longer timescale, Hog1 
phosphorylates transcription factors resulting in new gene expression (10, 57). With prolonged 
stimulation, Hog1 activates multiple transcription factors and in so doing employs additional 
regulatory mechanisms such as feedforward loops (58). The timing of these actions suggests a 
prioritized order of intracellular events, presumably to enhance a cell’s chance of surviving 
hyperosmotic stresses. Looking forward, investigating more complex inputs, including different 
ramps (59) or pulses, and over much longer time scales will further clarify the roles of these 
alternative processes. 
Collectively, these efforts illustrate how computational modeling allows us to probe 
behaviors that are difficult to predict or explain through experimentation alone. When models are 
based on quantitative data and describe well-defined molecular networks, it is possible to extract 
information about the system and make predictions of how that system behaves under complex 
situations. In a broader context, understanding how pathway feedbacks determine MAPK 
dynamics is critical for pharmaceutical development. Protein kinases are the second largest 
group of drug targets, and are particularly important in the treatment of cancers (60). Moreover, 
temporally-driven treatments will be critical moving forward, as one of the main challenges of 




(60, 61). Understanding the mechanisms of spatiotemporal pathway regulation will ultimately 
lead to the development of novel techniques to control cellular activity.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Strain construction and plasmids 
Strains (Table S1) were derived from BY4741 (“wildtype”) and transformed by the 
lithium acetate method (62). Pbs2-9xMyc-tagged strains were generated by homologous 
recombination of a PCR-amplified 9xMyc cassette at the C-terminus of the PBS2 open reading 
frame. This cassette contained a resistance gene to hygromycin from plasmid pYM20 (pYM20-
9xMyc-hphNT1) (63).  
Mutagenesis for Hog1 (S91A and S235A) and Pbs2 (S83A, T164A, T212, S248A, 
T297A, and S415A) were introduced using the delitto perfetto method (64) using the PCR-
amplified pCORE cassette (RRID:Addgene_72231) to integrate selective markers at the 
endogenous gene loci. These markers were selected against after the integration of synthesized 
gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies). All strains were validated with PCR, and mutated 
genes were PCR-amplified and sequenced.  
Cell culture 
Strains were cultured using standard methods and media. Strains were struck out on YPD 
(yeast extract, peptone, and 2% dextrose) plates and cultured at 30°C. Individual colonies were 
picked and grown overnight in 3 mLs SCD (synthetic complete and 2% dextrose) medium to 




overnight growth. The following day, experiments were conducted once the cell culture reached 
an OD600 ~1. 
Phos-tag sample collection, gel electrophoresis, and immunoblotting 
Kinase activation was quantified using Phos-tag immunoblotting technique as previously 
described (22). Briefly, cells were cultured with a final volume of 80 mLs in SCD. For Hog1-as 
(Hog1T100A + 1-NA-PP1) kinase inhibition, 1-NA-PP1 ATP analog (Cayman Chemical, #10954) 
was added to cultures to a final concentration of 12 µM and incubated for 2 min before sampling. 
At the selected timepoints after the addition of KCl in SCD, samples were quenched in 5% (v/v) 
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) on ice, washed with 5% sodium azide, and stored at -80°C. Sample 
concentrations were normalized to 1.5µg/µL using the DC Protein Assay (Bio-Rad) and stored at 
-80°C. 
Samples were resolved using 8% acrylamide 20uM Phos-tag Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE gels 
and transferred on to PVDF membrane. Hog1 was detected using an anti-Hog1 primary-antibody 
(Santa Cruz, Hog1 antibody (D-3) sc-165978; 1:5,000) and a donkey-anti mouse HRP-
conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 715-035-150; 1:10,000). Pbs2-
9xMyc was detected using an anti-Myc primary antibody (Cell Signaling, 9B11 #2276, 1:5,000) 
and a donkey anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-
035-152; 1:10,000). Secondary antibodies were visualized using Clarity Western ECL Substrate 
(Bio-Rad, #1705061) and a BioRad Chemidoc Touch Imaging System. Band intensities were 
normalized and quantified using the ImageLab (Bio-Rad) software. We found that additional 
bands were occasionally observed, that would vary between technical replicates, indicating that 
their existence was due to gel and immunoblotting inconsistencies rather than being other 




simultaneously. Since each lane was quantified as the proportion of phosphorylated protein, 
normalizing to a loading control bared no change on our results.  
Glycerol measurements 
Samples of 1 mL were collected at the selected timepoints after the addition of KCl in 
SCD and kinase inhibition, when applicable, as above. 500 µL was used to measure OD600 and 
the remaining 500 µL was pelleted and frozen in liquid nitrogen. After collection, samples were 
boiled for 10 min in 500 µL sterile water and cleared by centrifugation. The concentration of 
glycerol was measured using a Free Glycerol Assay Kit (abcam, ab65337) following the 
manufacturing instructions. Conversion between OD600 and cell number was calculated by 
counting the cells growing in liquid culture with a hemocytometer and measuring the OD600 
simultaneously (n = 3). These measurements were fit using logarithmic function, which served as 
a standard curve for our sample measurements to calculate cell number.  
 
ODE modeling and parameter optimization 
Modeling was performed in Python 3.7 using the scipy package to solve ODE systems 
and their steady states. All kinases and phosphatases observed mass conservation with the total 
protein amounts reflecting biologically observed concentrations (65). These models rely on 
different assumptions. First, we do not include synthesis or degradation of the kinases because 
hyperosmotic stress does not induce their transcription (9) and quantification of Hog1 and Pbs2 
time course immunoblots indicates that protein concentration does not change appreciably 
throughout our experiments (data not shown). Furthermore, we group the three HOG pathway 




we are studying the overall behavior of Pbs2 and Hog1, which are downstream of the two input 
branches.  
For parameter optimization, we combined two approaches that have been used to 
parameterize ODE models to experimental data: an evolutionary algorithm (EA) (42) and an 
approximate Bayesian Computation and sequential Monte Carlo (ABC SMC) (43). All values for 
kcat, KM, synthesis, degradation, and feedback terms needed to be estimated to fit each model to 
our experimental data.  
First, the EA seeded each simulation with starting values that were randomly selected 
from a user specified range. Then, the EA would evaluate the fits of each parameter set to the 
experimental data using MSE and select the best fitting parameter sets to continue to the next 
generation. To avoid local optima, each parameter set has a 10% probability to crossover with 
another set, and each parameter has a 20% probability to mutate to a different value. For each 
model, we calculated the fit of 500 parameter sets over 1000 generations for 2000 independent 
runs. For each run, we saved the top fitting parameter set. We noticed that it was difficult to 
programmatically separate out the top fitting parameter sets: when we ranked the MSEs, there 
was a sharp increase in MSEs, then a gradual increase, followed by another sharp increase. 
Where these transitions occurred varied with each model, and their resulting fits to the data also 
depended on the model.  
Thus, we chose to use the best (lowest-scoring) 500 EA parameters vectors from the EA 
as priors for the ABC SMC to further sample for the optimal parameters of each model. This 
loose inclusion of the best 25% parameter sets allowed the ABC SMC to further search the 
parameter space in case the EA missed any optima. We then followed the same algorithm as in 




determined by their fit to the experimental data, where the first tolerance was the worst MSE of 
the top 25% EA parameter sets and all subsequent tolerances were the average of the previous 
tolerance and the best MSE from the top 25% EA parameter sets. For each model, we ran four 
series, or “schedules,” in which each schedule included 1000 parameter vectors that passed its 
tolerance. During a schedule, a parameter vector was selected based on its importance weight 
and perturbed. This weight is calculated by the prior and the perturbation of each parameter. We 
used a perturbation kernel of U(-1,1) around log10 transformed parameter values so that sampling 
was scaled to the magnitude of the value. Since all priors and perturbation kernels for these 
simulations were uniform, each parameter set had an equal probability of being selected. After 
each schedule, we calculated new weights for the selected parameter values. In the end, we had 
1000 parameter vectors that passed the highest tolerance threshold.  
 
Model differentiation 
Once we found two models that could capture our experimental data, we needed to 
identify the most likely circuitry of the two. We generated increasing step stimuli and simulated 
Hog1 response with each model. Each stimulus was randomly generated, but we limited them to 
three rules. First, the stimulus must always increase because decreasing osmolarity would 
activate a hypoosmotic response. While the Sln1 branch contributes to the hypoosmotic 
response, there are other mechanisms outside of the HOG pathway that are activated in response 
to hypoosmotic stress (66). Second, we limited the increasing steps to a maximal stimulus of 550 
mM KCl due to avoid cell death. Third, we limited the intervals of each step to at least 2 minutes 




on maximizing the distance between model predictions. Thus, the larger distance reflected the 















Figure 2.1: Hog1-dependent feedbacks within the HOG pathway.  
Two input branches activate a MAPK cascade to initiate adaptation to hyperosmotic stress. Hog1 
drives its own phosphorylation dynamics through negative (red arrows) and positive (green 
arrow) feedback mechanisms. Hog1 phosphorylates upstream HOG pathway components, 
including Ste11, Ssk2, and Sho1, which attenuates signaling. Hog1 increases osmolyte 
concentrations by cytosolic and nuclear events, such as the closing of glycerol export channels 
and the transcription of genes with Stress Response Elements (SREs). The increase of 
intracellular osmolarity also suppresses HOG signaling, putatively at the level of receptors. 





Figure 2.2: Quantification of HOG pathway dynamics.  
(A) Left: Hog1 dual phosphorylation (pp Hog1) over time in response to a single step stimulus 
(top) of 550 mM KCl (center) or 150 mM KCl (bottom), resolved using the Phos-tag method. 
Right: Quantification of blots. (B) Same as (A) but using an analog sensitive Hog1 + ATP analog 
(Hog1-as). (C) Same as (B) but taken for longer time points and in the absence of KCl. (D) Left: 
Pbs2 phosphorylation over time in response to 550 mM KCl (top) and 150 mM KCl (bottom), 
resolved using the Phos-tag method. (E) Same as (D) but using Hog1-as. Error bars represent SD 





Figure 2.3: Model building and parameter estimation of potential feedback circuits. 
(A) Schematic of Model I, a single negative feedback from Hog1, targeting the input with 
associated parameters to be estimated. (B) The parameter optimization method. First, parameter 
values are randomly assigned, then the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) finds candidate parameter 
sets, and finally, the Approximate Bayesian Computation Sequential Monte Carlo (ABC SMC) 
searches the local parameter space surrounding the EA parameter sets. Gray bars indicate the 
range of potential values selected uniformly during the EA. Colored points specify parameter 
values and black points highlight the best (lowest MSE between experimental data and 
simulations) parameter values after each step. (C) Simulated fits at each estimation step are 
overlaid with wildtype Hog1 (top row, filled symbols) and Hog1-as (bottom row, open symbols) 
data at each parameter optimization step. Average simulated behaviors are plotted using dashed 
lines. All simulations are n = 1000 and all shaded regions are a SD of 1. (D) Schematic of Model 
II that features a delayed negative feedback, presumably from osmolyte accumulation. (E) Model 
II simulated prediction of downstream component behavior. (F) Glycerol accumulation over time 
in response to 350 mM KCl with and without Hog1 activity. hog1∆ cells served as a negative 





Figure 2.4: Model fits and predictions to single step stimuli.  
(A) Table showing model fits to each of the HOG pathway characteristics. Dots indicate that the 
model captures the behavior, where filled circles fit the experimental data well and hollow 
circles do not. (B) Schematic of one of the two models that fits all of the phosphorylation 
characteristics. (C) Model IIc simulated Pbs2 fits (dashed lines) overlaid with experimental data 
(symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM 
KCl. Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. (D) Model IIc simulated Hog1 fits (dashed lines) 
overlaid with experimental data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in 
response to 550 mM and 150 mM KCl. Center: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. Right: Data 
and simulations for Hog1-as with no salt stimulus. All simulations are n = 1000 and shaded 
regions are SD = 1. (E) Model IIc predictions to previously published data (*English et al., 
2015). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 450, 350, 250 mM KCl. 





Figure 2.5: Differentiating models by predicting Hog1 behaviors to dynamic inputs.  
(A) Schematics of the two models that fit our data. (B) Mean squared errors (MSEs) for the 
predicted Hog1 behaviors of Models IIb and IIc for 1000 randomly generated increasing steps. 
Pink shaded area indicates where step inputs follow a trend similar to that of Steps #990 (pink 
circle). (C) Selected steps depicting a low (left), mid (center), and high (right) scoring step input. 
(D) Predicted Hog1 behaviors to the three step inputs for Models IIb (mid), and IIc (bottom) (C). 
(E) Experimental Hog1 behavior to step stimulus. Left: Hog1 behavior in response to Step #990 
resolved using Phos-tag SDS-PAGE (n=3). Right: Quantification of blots. Error bar represent SD 





Figure 2.6: Evaluating increasing Hog1 phosphorylation as the positive feedback 
mechanism.  
(A) Schematic of Model IIc with positive feedback removed. (B) Model IIc prediction of Hog1 
in response to 550, 350, and 150 mM KCl without positive feedback. (C) Left: Hog1 behavior in 
response to 350 mM KCl with putative MAPK consensus sites mutated in Pbs2. Right: 
Quantification of blots. (D) Left: Hog1 behavior in response to 350 mM KCl with putative 
MAPK consensus sites mutated in Hog1. Right: Quantification of blots. n = 2 for mutants, points 








Figure 2.7: Evaluating decreasing Hog1 dephosphorylation as the positive feedback 
mechanism.  
(A) Left: Hog1 behavior in response to 350 mM KCl and no KCl in a ptp2Δptp3Δ background. 
Right: Quantification of blots. n=2, points are replicates and line is mean. (B) Schematic of 
models incorporating phosphatases. Left: Model III, with positive feedback acts through mutual 
inhibition between Hog1 and its phosphatases. Right: Model IIc, with an additional 
dephosphorylation rate to simulate the removal of the phosphatases. (C) Model fits to 
experimental data (selective representatives shown). Top: Model III. Left: Simulated Hog1 fits to 
ptp2Δptp3Δ without KCl stimulus. Center: Fits to wildtype Hog1 dynamics for 550 and 150 mM 
KCl. Right: Fits to Hog1-as data. Bottom: Same as Top but for Model IIc. (D) Model predictions 
compared to experimental data. Top: Model III. Left: Prediction of Hog1 dynamics in response 
to 350 mM KCl in a ptp2Δptp3Δ background. Right: Prediction in response to Steps #990. 
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CHAPTER III: DECODING DOSE-TO-DURATION DYNAMICS INTO CYTOSOLIC 
AND NUCLEAR RESPONSES  
 
Introduction 
Intracellular signaling dynamics encode quantitative information, such as magnitude, 
duration and frequency, about any changes to a cell’s extracellular environment (1). These 
dynamics are then decoded into proper cellular responses, such as directed-movement, cell 
protection mechanisms, or cell cycle arrest. Tracking the molecular dynamics of key signaling 
components has led to the discovery of the types of signaling motifs that are required to encode 
or decode signals that are dose-, time-, and ratiometric-dependent (2–4). Many signaling 
pathways use Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) cascades to encode and decode 
response to cell stressors. An inappropriate response can lead to cell death. Thus, the central 
MAPK is often responsible for coordinating multiple, cyto-protective responses. However, for 
many MAPKs, it is still unknown which characteristic control individual downstream responses.    
Research on many MAPK pathways suggests that MAPKs can exhibit a wide array of 
dynamics (5–8), including “dose-to-duration” (9). That is, information about the stimulus 
concentration is encoded as the duration of the signal, rather than its amplitude. One signaling 
system that displays dose-to-duration behavior is the MAPK, Hog1, in the High Osmolarity 
Glycerol (HOG) pathway in S. cerevisiae (10). In this study, we explored how dose-to-duration 
encoding is decoded into separate responses in the nucleus and the cytosol. We first establish that 




the amplitude of nuclear Hog1 corresponds to the strength of the stimuli rather than the duration 
of its full activation. We then build a mathematical model of the pathway to identify mechanisms 
that can relate Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation dynamics. Finally, we develop 
methods to measure the dynamics of cytosolic and nuclear responses, specifically glycerol 
accumulation and gene expression, for future verification of any putative mechanisms. Our 
modeling results suggest that the pool of active nuclear Hog1 is considerably lower than active 
cytosolic Hog1. These results also suggest that a coherent feedforward loop is necessary for 
proper Hog1 translocation dynamics. Finally, we propose using models trained on Hog1 
phosphorylation and translocation data, collected using gene deletions of the Hog1 input 
branches, to further narrow down any mechanisms. From these initial studies, we hypothesize 
that the dose-to-duration phosphorylation dynamics of Hog1 allow cells to prioritize cytosolic 
responses to all doses of hyperosmotic stress, while dose-to-amplitude nuclear translocation 
dynamics of Hog1 initiate gene expression only at severe doses of hyperosmotic stress. 
 
Results 
Hog1 phosphorylation and translocation dynamics are distinct 
The HOG pathway encodes single, constant stimulus into dose-to-duration through its 
pathway structure, as found in English et al. 2015. Briefly, hyperosmotic stress activates two 
input branches, the Sln1 and Sho1 branches named after their cell membrane receptors, and each 
branch feeds into a MAPK cascade with the Sho1 branch having one MAP3K and the Sln1 
branch having two MAP3Ks. These three MAP3Ks activate the MAP2K, Pbs2, which in turn, 




Historically, Hog1 dynamics have been measured by either its phosphorylation state or its 
nuclear translocation. Previous modeling and experimental studies have found that Hog1’s 
phosphorylation and nuclear translocation dynamics are correlated (11–14). We sought to 
confirm these results ourselves, since each method, as described below, measures different 
subsets of Hog1 species (Figure 3.1A). For clarity, we refer to phosphorylated Hog1 as ‘active’ 
and name four Hog1 species as follows: inactive and cytosolic Hog1 (Hog1IC), active and 
cytosolic Hog1 (Hog1AC), active and nuclear Hog1 (Hog1AN), and inactive and nuclear Hog1 
(Hog1IN). To quantify the proportion of phosphorylated Hog1, studies use Phos-tag SDS-PAGE 
and immunoblotting which resolves the different phosphorylated states of a protein in proportion 
to the number of sites (15). As previously published, all of Hog1 is quickly phosphorylated in 
response to lower concentrations of hyperosmotic stress, and then quickly returns to near-basal 
unphosphorylated levels (10, 16) (Figure 3.1B). In response to higher hyperosmotic stress levels, 
Hog1 is again quickly and stoichiometrically phosphorylated, but remains fully phosphorylated 
for a duration that is linearly dependent on the stimulus strength. Thus, the concentration of 
external hyperosmotic stress is encoded as the duration of fully phosphorylated Hog1. 
Another method of observing Hog1 dynamics is to track the translocation of 
fluorescently-tagged Hog1 into the nucleus upon its dual phosphorylation. We plated cells 
expressing a Hog1-GFP fusion protein and a nuclear protein marker, Nrd1-mCherry, in a 96-well 
plate. Using live-cell fluorescence microscopy, we imaged the protein fusions in cells before and 
after treatment with low, medium, and high doses of KCl. We then quantified the ratio of nuclear 
Hog1 fluorescence over time in relation to the total Hog1 fluorescence of the cell. Due to 
experimental and image analysis limitations, these values are arbitrary. Nevertheless, GFP 




indicating that Hog1 was not stoichiometrically translocating into the nucleus (data not shown). 
The translocation behavior is dose-to-amplitude, which is in contrast to Hog1 dose-to-duration 
phosphorylation (Figure 3.1C). These results reveal that Hog1 translocation and phosphorylation 
are indeed not equivalent. 
To better understand the relationship between Hog1 phosphorylation and Hog1 
translocation dynamics, we plotted them in relation to one another. Since both Hog1 behaviors 
are switch-like, the plot quickly rises to the upper right of the plot, forming a diagonal line 
(Figure 3.1D-E). From there, Hog1 can either be dephosphorylated in the nucleus or translocate 
out of the nucleus and be dephosphorylated in the cytosol. Comparing the slope of the line for 
the rise and fall of the two Hog1 behaviors indicates their similarity in rate of phosphorylation 
and import into the nucleus and dephosphorylation and export into the cytosol. In response to 
150 mM KCl, Hog1 is quickly dephosphorylated and returns to basal cytosolic levels (Figure 
3.1E, left).  At 350 and 550 mM KCl, Hog1 first translocates out of the nucleus before being 
dephosphorylated (Figure 3.1E center and right). This behavior is particularly evident at 10 
minutes post 350 mM KCl and 15 minutes post 550 mM KCl stimulus. These results align with a 
previous report showing that dephosphorylation of Hog1AN by Ptp2, the nuclear-localized protein 
tyrosine phosphatase for Hog1, is not needed for Hog1 export (13). Altogether, this data suggests 
that Hog1AC export to the nucleus occurs before dephosphorylation, but the rate of Hog1AC 
dephosphorylation and Hog1AN dephosphorylation is still unknown. 
 
Model development of the four species of Hog1 
We established that Hog1 phosphorylation exhibits dose-to-duration dynamics while 
Hog1 nuclear translocation displays dose-to-amplitude dynamics. We observed that these 




the real basal and nuclear Hog1 levels are unknown, the amount of dephosphorylated cytosolic 
and nuclear Hog1 species cannot be inferred from these data alone. To estimate the proportion of 
activated nuclear and cytosolic Hog1, we built a deterministic model that could capture the 
relationship between Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation (Figure 3.2A, for equations 
see Materials and Methods). The model contained “Pbs2” which represented all upstream 
components and used Michaelis-Menten kinetics to drive its off and on state. Included in the 
model are three states of Hog1: “Hog1AC”, “Hog1AN”, and “Hog1IN”. The fourth state, Hog1IC, 
could then be inferred by the subtraction of the other three Hog1 species from the total 
concentration of Hog1. Hog1AC initiates the synthesis of “Glycerol”, creating a delayed, negative 
feedback mechanism by balancing the osmolarity pressure (11, 16). There are two mechanisms 
(Figure 3.2A, green) that enhance Hog1AC phosphorylation and Hog1AN translocation, 
represented by the rates k14 and k15. The first mechanisms is positive feedback that is based on 
literature, where Hog1AC phosphorylation is increased by a positive feedback loop on itself (16). 
The second mechanism is positive feedforward that is based on our finding that an additional 
mechanism was needed for our model to capture the Hog1 dose-to-duration phosphorylation data 
and its dose-to-amplitude nuclear translocation data. A potential mechanism for dose-to-
amplitude translocation could be feedforward by an upstream component to amplify Hog1AN 
translocation (Figure 3.2A, k15), though we tested other mechanisms, as discussed below. After 
defining our model, we next sought to fit our data to our models. 
To find optimal values for each parameter, we used an evolutionary algorithm (EA) as in 
Suzuki et al. 2020. In brief, the EA efficiently searches large parameter spaces to find optimal 
solutions for each parameter by selecting individual parameter sets and randomly changing 




parameter estimation by performing local searches around the EA-identified parameters, we 
found that fitting using the EA was sufficient to determine whether a potential mechanism could 
capture our data, particularly the dose-to-amplitude behavior of nuclear Hog1.  
We tested multiple mechanisms that could convert dose-to-duration phosphorylation to 
the dose-to-amplitude nuclear translocation (Table 3.1). One mechanism (17) that could achieve 
this was a positive feedforward mechanism, in which upstream components either suppressed 
Hog1AC export or amplified Hog1AC import, could capture all of our datasets (Figure 3.2B-C). 
Also, signal-dependent feedforward amplifying Hog1AC import also yielded dose-to-amplitude 
behavior whereas signal-dependent feedforward amplifying Hog1AN export did not give the same 
result. Removing the feedforward mechanism in the dose-to-amplitude models eliminated the 
amplitude discrepancy, confirming that the models relied on the feedforward mechanism to 
achieve the correct behavior. Furthermore, the Hog1 dynamics of all the other mechanisms we 
considered did not result in dose-to-amplitude translocation behavior. We speculate a few of the 
circuitries fail because they truly could not capture the data while others fail due to limited 
parameter ranges. This suggests that a more in-depth analysis of each model is needed to 
understand which mechanisms are contributing to the conversion of dose-to-duration 
phosphorylation to dose-to-amplitude translocation. Nevertheless, with several mechanisms that 
capture our data, we can investigate the behavior of the four Hog1 species and better understand 
their behavior and subsequent control of nuclear and cytosolic responses. 
 
Modelling suggests primarily active cytosolic Hog1 than active nuclear Hog1 
With models that could capture our behavior, we aimed to understand the behavior of 




suggested that a proportion of Hog1 was first translocated out of the nucleus before becoming 
dephosphorylated (Figure 3.1E, center and right). However, since the exact amount of nuclear 
Hog1 is unknown, just the relative changes over time, we scaled the nuclear Hog1 data to three 
different concentrations to infer which concentration was more likely given the dynamics in our 
phosphorylation and translocation datasets. We assumed that the pool of Hog1 was uniform 
throughout the whole cell, including the nucleus. Based on our fluorescence microscopy images, 
we found that the nucleus was approximately ¼ the area of the cell which corresponds to our 
basal levels of approximately 22% calculated from the raw data (fraction of nuclear Hog1). 
However, our image analysis method also produced a maximal peak fluorescence (3 minutes 
after 550 mM KCl) of 27%. This percentage differs from other measurements that estimate 80-
100% Hog1 nuclear translocation in response to stress (18), though most studies estimate nuclear 
accumulation using ratiometric measurements before and after stimulus to avoid extrapolating 
3D concentrations from 2D images (19–22). Nevertheless, in order to understand decoding of 
Hog1 behavior into nuclear and cytosolic responses, we chose to scale the maximal peak 
fluorescence of nuclear Hog1 (3 minutes after 550 mM KCl exposure) to 30%, 60%, and 90%. 
We first evaluated whether our models could fit these scaled data. Then, we determined which 
scaling most accurately represented the correlation between nuclear and phosphorylation 
dynamics seen in our experimental data, as in Figure 3.1E. Finally, we analyzed the EA-learned 
model parameters to understand whether Hog1AN prefers translocating out of the nucleus directly 
(represented by k4) or being dephosphorylated in the nucleus (represented by k6). 
All models that captured the conversion of dose-to-duration to dose-to-amplitude used 
related mechanisms in which an upstream component increases Hog1AN accumulation by altering 




inactive Hog1. We found that all of these models displayed similar dynamics and behaviors for 
all model species when trained to our raw data. Thus, we chose to characterize how scaling the 
translocation data to 30%, 60%, and 90%, affected the behavior of one particular model, in 
which an upstream component amplify Hog1 nuclear translocation (referred to as Model I from 
here on) and is the same model in Figure 3.2A.  
Generally, we found that Model I could fit to the three scaled nuclear translocation 
datasets equally well. Accordingly, the model adjusted the proportions of Hog1AC and Hog1AN 
for each scaled translocation dataset while the behaviors of Hog1IC and Hog1IN remained 
consistent for each scaling of the data (Figure 3.3A). Mapping the time-dependent relationship 
between simulated Hog1 phosphorylation (Hog1AC + Hog1AN) and simulated nuclear Hog1 
(Hog1AN + Hog1IN) revealed that limiting max nuclear translocation to 30% best reflected our 
experimental data found in Figure 3.1E. Specifically, when nuclear translocation data was scaled 
to 30% (Figure 3.3B, top row), the time-dependent relationship after 150 mM KCl stimulus had a 
counter-clockwise trend (though the effect is small), while the behavior after both 350 and 550 
mM KCl stimulus was clockwise. However, when the nuclear translocation data was scaled to 
90%, this time-dependent relationship was reversed. 150 mM KCl stimulus caused a clockwise 
relationship, whereas 350 and 550 mM KCl stimulus had a slightly counter-clockwise temporal 
behavior (Figure 3.3B, bottom row). Upon closer inspection, the difference between these 
simulations scaled to 30% and 90% nuclear Hog1 was due to the rate of Hog1AC and Hog1AN 
dephosphorylation. For example, when scaled to 90% maximal nuclear Hog1, the proportion of 
Hog1AC and Hog1AN remained constant after initial stimulus addition (Figure 3.3A, right). Then, 
the pool of Hog1AN started to become dephosphorylated first, followed by Hog1AC soon after. 




increased while Hog1AN slightly decreased during the full phosphorylation period (0 > t > ~19 
min for 550 mM KCl in Figure 3.3A, left). Scaling maximal nuclear Hog1 to 30% also allowed 
slower rate of nuclear export than dephosphorylation while both returned to basal levels (~19 > t 
> ~30 min), as observed in the experimental data. Therefore, though Model I could fit each 
scaled nuclear dataset (30%, 60%, and 90%), Model I could only replicate the time-dependent 
relationship between the two species seen in the experimental data when the model was trained 
using the 30% scaled maximal nuclear Hog1 dataset. This suggests that a smaller proportion of 
Hog1 translocates into the nucleus (~30%) than previously assumed. 
Finally, we used the EA-learned parameter values to gain insight to the Hog1 species 
behaviors. Specifically, we were interested how Hog1 could remain 100% phosphorylated while 
displaying various translocation dynamics. The three scenarios were: 1) active Hog1 cycled in 
and out of the nucleus, 2) Hog1AN is quickly dephosphorylated in the nucleus, exported to 
cytosol, and phosphorylated again, or 3) a combination of both. Thus, we estimated the maximal 
“catalytic efficiency” (kcat/KM) of Hog1AN export and Hog1AN dephosphorylation by taking the 
maximal nuclear concentration of these enzymes into account (23). Namely, we used Xpo1, the 
known Hog1 nuclear exporter, and Ptp2, the nuclear tyrosine-phosphatase for Hog1 to 
extrapolate kcat values (See Figure 3.3C legend) (12, 13, 24). It should be noted that using 
catalytic efficiency as a means to compare the efficiency of two enzymes on one substrate can be 
inaccurate (25). Thus, these comparisons are made with the assumptions that the substrate 
concentration (Hog1AN) is the same for both reactions and that the two KM being compared 
generally had similar values (the top 8 out of the top 10 had KMs within the same order of 
magnitude). We found that for all of the EA simulated fits, Hog1AC export generally had a higher 




efficiencies (Figure 3.3D) confirmed that the top 10 fitting simulations favored Hog1AC export 
over Hog1AC dephosphorylation. While 11.3% of all simulations favored Hog1AC 
dephosphorylation over Hog1AC export, these models poorly captured our data and did not 
display dose-to-amplitude translocation dynamics. Many of these poorly fitting parameter sets 
also had comparable catalytic efficiencies for both dephosphorylation and nuclear export of 
Hog1AN, suggesting that they required both mechanisms for their resulting simulations. To 
confirm that Hog1AC dephosphorylation, export, and phosphorylation did not contribute to our 
top simulated fits, we eliminated that reaction in the model and observed little change Hog1 
dynamics (data not shown). Additionally, we found that Hog1AC export was favored in the top 
simulations fit to 60% and 90% maximal translocation. This analysis suggests that active Hog1 
cycles in and out of the nucleus without getting dephosphorylated to remain 100% 
phosphorylated in a dose-to-dependent manner.  
 
Development of Hog1-dependent transcriptional reporters  
With models displaying proper Hog1 translocation and phosphorylation dynamics, we 
next aimed to characterize the dose-dependent behaviors of nuclear response by observing the 
transcriptional induction of several Hog1-dependent genes. Our first step was to select genes that 
could serve as Hog1-dependent reporters. Our previous work suggested that Hog1 induced a 
graded transcriptional response, in which subsets of genes were expressed at different times after 
initial osmotic stress exposure (10). Upon closer inspection, the analysis did not take into 
account whether the observed induced gene expression was Hog1-dependent. This analysis also 
did not investigate dose-dependent transcription. Thus, we analyzed gene expression data from a 




response to two concentrations of KCl. It is important to note that this data was n=2 and the 
publicly available data was mean fold change, rather than raw data, both limiting our ability to 
perform proper statistical analysis. Nevertheless, these data allowed us to find putative genes that 
were Hog1-dependent and investigate general dose-dependent behavior. 
Analysis of the microarray dataset showed that 736 genes were differentially expressed in 
response to 500 mM KCl, 380 differentially expressed genes in response to 250 mM KCl, and 
120 differentially expressed genes in response to 125 mM KCl (Figure 3.4A, top). Filtering out 
genes that were not Hog1-dependent, we found that 286 genes were differentially expressed from 
unstimulated conditions in response to 500 mM KCl and 89 genes differentially expressed in 
response to 125 mM KCl (Figure 3.4B, bottom). We observed that more salt-dependent genes 
were differentially expressed with increasing stimulus, and the majority of the genes that were 
differentially expressed at lower stimulus were also differentially expressed at higher 
concentrations. This trend remained the same when distinguishing between induced and 
repressed genes (Figure 3.4B). In the case of Hog1-dependent genes, only 55% that were 
differentially expressed at 125 mM KCl were also differentially expressed at 500 mM KCl, 
suggesting that Hog1-dependent genes may have additional dose-dependent mechanisms 
regulating expression patterns. We concluded from this analysis that increasing osmotic stress 
led to increased differential gene expression. 
We then asked whether induced Hog1-dependent genes produced a graded response. We 
filtered the differentially expressed Hog1-dependent genes in response to 500 mM KCl to 
exclude repressed genes and were left with 60 induced Hog1-dependent genes (Figure 3.4C). 
The timeseries data showed most genes were significantly induced (> log2(fold change = 2)) 




the timeseries data. We calculated within cluster variance to find the number of patterns that 
naturally arose from the data (Figure 3.4D). Analyzing within-cluster distances for an increasing 
number of clusters, we observed the largest decrease in distance (forming “elbows”) occurred for 
three and five clusters, as highlighted by the second derivative of the data. With three clusters, 
we found that each cluster group was well represented – with each one containing a similar 
number of genes (Figure 3.4E, top row). These three clusters had distinguishable behaviors, in 
which cluster 1 had a low induction, cluster 2 has fast and high induction, and cluster 3 had slow 
and high induction. Meanwhile, grouping the data into five clusters resulted in two of the five 
clusters having a low number of genes (one and seven genes) (Figure 3.4E, lower row). Also, 
these five clusters generally showed the same type of behaviors as when we grouped the data 
into three clusters. The additional cluster number merely stratified the groups by their amplitude 
of expression, rather than exposing different behaviors (save for the one outlier gene in cluster 2 
of the five). Principal component analysis of the data showed that the expression data were fairly 
evenly distributed (Figure 3.4F), though labeling each gene with its corresponding cluster color 
from Figure 3.4E still aggregated the clusters together, pseudo-validating our hierarchical 
clustering technique.  
With three distinguishable behaviors of Hog1-dependent transcription, we next examined 
the dose-dependent behavior within the three clusters (Figure 3.5A). Indeed, we found that two 
distinguishable dose-dependent behaviors: genes within the first two clusters (“Low” and “Fast”) 
commonly had maximal expression within 10 minutes and then returned to basal expression in a 
dose-dependent amount of time. Meanwhile, the dose-dependent behavior of the “Slow” genes 
had increasing expression over the course of 30 minutes, suggesting the amplitude of expression 




(Figure 3.5B). Examination of the molecular function of each gene revealed similar 
functionalities among the clusters (Appendix table B1.1). Specifically, all three clusters had 
several genes associated with ion binding and transferase activity. However, these processes 
were not significantly enriched within each group, probably due to the low number of genes 
within each cluster. Nevertheless, these clusters suggest there are two dose-dependent 
mechanisms that decode of Hog1 nuclear translocation: one controlling the duration of 
expression (“Low” and “Fast” clusters), and another amplifying synthesis (“Slow” cluster) in 
dose-dependent manners. This could indicate that there are two general mechanisms that 
transcription factors use to decode dose-dependent Hog1 translocation behavior. Further analysis 
of each gene’s transcription factor and the transcription factor dynamics could reveal the 
mechanisms that drive these dose-dependent patterns of transcription. 
 
Our microarray analysis produced a prioritized list of genes to make fluorescent reporters 
of Hog1-dependent transcription (Appendix table B1.1). Next, we compared two methods of 
measuring Hog1-dependent transcription: one genome-integrated reporter that could be used to 
measure single cell transcription and another expressed on a multi-copy plasmid that could be 
used to measure Hog1-dependent transcription in many genetic backgrounds. We rationalized 
that there were benefits and limitations with both approaches and wanted to verify each method. 
A comparison of the two methods is in Table 2.2. The single cell reporter was designed so that 
any gene promoter could be swapped into the genome to drive a short-lived, yeast-optimized 
GFP variant (27). While any promoter would require cloning and verification, it would also 
provide single cell data necessary to measure signaling noise within a population. The short-lived 
GFP is also optimized for quick maturation so that its quantification reflects biologically-




provides high-throughput screening capabilities since the plasmid can be transformed into any 
strain harboring an appropriate auxotrophic background. Thus, having both tools to measure 
gene expression allows us to be flexible to test many future hypotheses. 
To validate the two methods, we selected STL1 (Figure 3.5B, top row and center) to 
develop a Hog1-dependent transcriptional reporter. This gene has been used in several other 
studies to measure HOG-induced transcription (28–31), so we rationalized that this would be a 
promising candidate gene for our lab to develop its first fluorescent reporter of HOG-induced 
transcription. Since we developed this reporter with the goal of measuring downstream nuclear 
Hog1 response in mind, we compared the dynamics of the transcriptional reporters over time. To 
validate the genome-integrated STL1 transcriptional reporter (STL1PROM-slGFP, where “sl” 
indicates short-lived), we imaged several PCR-verified colonies using live-cell fluorescent 
microscopy in a 96-well plate over time, before and after osmotic stress. In comparison, we 
measured the GFP intensity of cells transformed with multi-copy plasmid reporter (pRS423 
STL1PROM-GFP) in a 96-well plate using a SpectraMax i3x plate reader. Quantification of gene 
transcription using the two methods show similar STL1 transcriptional response to hyperosmotic 
stress (Figure 3.6). However, the single-cell method (STL1PROM-slGFP) could provide more 
behavioral information about STL1 gene regulation. In response to 550 mM KCl, the single-cell 
slGFP quickly matured (~40 minute peak time) and showed increased degradation (~40% 
degradation at 150 minutes post stimulus) (Figure 3.6A), whereas the population-based GFP 
measurement required ~75 minutes to reach peak intensity levels and is only diminished 11% at 
150 minutes after 550 mM KCl exposure (Figure 3.6B, darkest blue line). Though we have yet to 
compare the two methods using other Hog1-dependent promoter-driven reporters, we expect that 




selecting the best method for measuring Hog1-dependent gene expression, including that of 
STL1, it is important to consider whether these particular dynamics are important with respect to 
a given hypothesis.  
 
Discussion 
Altogether, this work provides evidence that Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear 
translocation have distinct dynamics. Specifically, Hog1 phosphorylation shows dose-to-duration 
dynamics, whereas Hog1 nuclear translocation has dose-to-amplitude behavior. Our modeling 
results suggests that in order for Hog1 to display both dose-to-duration to dose-to-amplitude 
behaviors simultaneously, an upstream HOG component or the stimulus must enhance Hog1AN 
(active and nuclear) import. While our microscopy experiments cannot quantify the absolute 
amounts of nuclear and cytosolic Hog1, fitting our models to scaled data suggest that there is an 
appreciable amount of Hog1AC (active and cytosolic) than previously appreciated. We expect the 
proportion of Hog1AC and Hog1AN controls their respective downstream responses. Thus, the 
next directions would be to: 1) characterize dose-dependent cytosolic responses and measure 
phosphorylation dynamics of Hog1 substrates and 2) identify the mechanism(s) converting Hog1 
dose-to-duration phosphorylation to dose-to-amplitude nuclear translocation. Both of these 
directions are addressed in the following sections below, including some preliminary data 
showing promising results. 
 
Further characterizing Hog1-dependent downstream response 
In the last results section, we identified Hog1-dependent genes that could be used to 




dependent gene expression, induced genes generally fell into three categories of expression 
behaviors: low, fast, and slow. We characterized genome-integrated and multi-copy plasmid 
transcriptional reporters using the STL1 promoter and showing that both methods could be used 
to measure downstream Hog1AN response for the purpose of characterizing the effect of dose-to-
duration phosphorylation on Hog1 nuclear response. To complete the comparison between the 
two methods of transcriptional reporting, STL1PROM-slGFP intensity in single cells should be 
measured in response to an array of KCl concentrations, as done with the plasmid reporter 
(Figure 3.6B). Furthermore, we also must collect dose-dependent behavior of a readout for a 
cytosolic response. One such reporter could be glycerol accumulation over time, since its 
production is partially Hog1-dependent and is one of the highest produced osmolytes in response 
to hyperosmotic stress (16, 30, 32–34). Another Hog1-driven response to hyperosmotic stress is 
cell cycle arrest (35, 36). Quantifying dose-dependent cell cycle arrest and determining its 
relation to phosphorylated Hog1 could add further depth to this study.  
While being able to characterize overall signaling output is important in order to 
determine the roles of the different pools of Hog1, measuring a direct readout of both Hog1AN 
and Hog1AN will allow us to connect Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation behaviors 
to their respective outcomes. Thus, I propose measuring the phosphorylation of cytosolic and 
nuclear Hog1 substrates (Appendix table B1.2). We hypothesize that cytosolic targets will be 
phosphorylated in a switch-like fashion while nuclear targets will be phosphorylated in a graded-
manner with respect to dose. We also expect that the rate of “full” phosphorylation will 
correspond to how many MAPK sites are phosphorylated. For example, Ste50 is a cytosolic 
Hog1 substrate that is phosphorylated at 5 different sites. It reaches peak phosphorylation at 20 




is graded. Meanwhile, Sho1, one of the membrane receptors for sensing changes in extracellular 
osmolarity, is phosphorylated by Hog1 primarily at one site (37). We expect Sho1 to reach full 
phosphorylation more quickly than Ste50, particularly since they have similar abundances (23). 
It is also important to measure their phosphorylation in response to at least two doses of KCl to 
test whether there is a dose-dependent Hog1 prioritization of cytosolic response over nuclear 
response. Even if our hypothesis proves incorrect, we will still gain insights about the dose-
dependent phosphorylation of direct Hog1 substrates from these experiments which will 
ultimately lead to a better understanding of decoding Hog1 dose-to-duration phosphorylation. 
 
Finding biological mechanisms controlling Hog1 dynamics 
To ultimately understand how Hog1 dose-to-duration phosphorylation is decoded, we 
must alter the Hog1 behavioral profiles. Our modeling results indicated that three coherent 
feedforward mechanisms were able to capture dose-to-duration phosphorylation and dose-to-
amplitude phosphorylation: signal amplification of Hog1AN import, upstream component 
amplification of Hog1AN import, or upstream component inhibition of Hog1AN export. To 
differentiate the models, we changed the input profile to increasing steps or pulses of stimulus, 
and maximized the differences between simulated results. However, all of these models 
predicted the same Hog1 behavior or similar enough that they would be indiscernible if tested 
experimentally. Also, eliminating the feedforward loops produced similar model behaviors, in 
which Hog1 translocation lost dose-to-amplitude encoding and all doses peaked at the original 
150mM KCl maximal amplitude. This is not surprising considering these mechanisms are very 
similar. Furthermore, as mentioned in the results section, a more thorough analysis of these 




expanding parameter ranges that might be limiting a model’s fit to the data. Collectively, this 
demonstrates that more information is needed about the system before making any conclusions 
from these preliminary results. 
Particularly informative experiments are ones that can separate Hog1 phosphorylation or 
translocation behaviors. Recently, optogenetic tools have been developed to localize proteins to 
specific intracellular locations in yeast (38). Using optogenetics to control Hog1 localization 
would be an ideal experiment to test whether different translocations dynamic affect both 
cytosolic and nuclear responses. However, these experiments would require many steps of 
troubleshooting and optimization. Instead, I propose measuring both Hog1 substrate 
phosphorylation and downstream responses when each Hog1 branch is deleted. A variant of the 
pathway, in which only the Sho1-only branch can activate Hog, causes Hog1 phosphorylation to 
be dose-to-amplitude (Figure 3.7A). Hog1 phosphorylation is suppressed and delayed, 
particularly in response to low salt stress. This suppression and delay are also evident in nuclear 
translocation behavior in the Sho1-branch only background (Figure 3.7B), corroborating results 
from other studies of the HOG input branches (21, 26, 39–41). Mapping these two behaviors to 
each other and comparing them to the wild-type behaviors, we additionally observe that the they 
abide by similar dephosphorylation and nuclear export rates as wild-type, particularly in 
response to 350 and 550 mM KCl (Figure 3.7C). On the other hand, Hog1 retains dose-to-
duration phosphorylation that is similar to wild-type in a Sln1-only branch mutant (Figure 3.8A). 
However, Hog1 translocation dynamics change; Hog1 export to the nucleus is faster than when 
both branches present at higher doses (Figure 3.8B-C). Thus, using each branch deletion strain, 
we can alter Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation individually. We can also add and 




affected in each branch deletion. With this additional data, we should be able to differentiate 
between our proposed mechanisms controlling Hog1 dynamics.  
Using mathematical modeling to infer biological mechanisms is powerful because it 
allows us to test putative mechanisms without having to identify individual proteins that give rise 
to the dynamics in question. This is particularly important since there are many experimental 
conditions that are lethal in vivo but can be carried out in silico. Furthermore, there are many 
redundant proteins, such as transcription factors and osmolyte producers that contribute to Hog1 
regulation. It would be infeasible to investigate all that contribute to Hog1 regulation. This 
highlights another strength of computational modeling, which can simplify these redundancies 
into one reaction. Ultimately, there are many factors that regulate the separate pools of Hog1, 
probably more than is already appreciated. Identifying the major contributors of regulation will 




This study provides evidence that information can be encoded in multiple, simultaneous 
signaling behaviors of a single protein, leading to separate but coordinated responses. Given the 
data presented in this chapter, we hypothesize that Hog1 cytosolic responses are dose-
independent, while transcriptional responses are dose-dependent. While there are a handful of 
bench and computational experiments needed to be done to fully test this hypothesis, our 
preliminary data emphasized the need to understand how signals are decoded into separate 
responses within cells. Since Hog1 initiates similar intracellular responses as other mammalian 




decodes MAPK behaviors could be particularly applicable in the context of therapeutics. Drugs 
could be engineered to target a specific response caused by a misregulated protein, rather than 
inhibiting that protein altogether.  
 
Methods and Materials 
Strain construction and plasmids 
Strains (Appendix table B1.3) were derived from BY4741 (“wildtype”, (42)). The 
SKS005 strain was created from a BY4741 strain expressing Hog1-GFP and Nrd1-mCherry 
(SKS001, (43)) using a PCR-based gene deletion method (44), in which SSK1 was replaced by 
the natMX6 marker, originating from the pFA6a-natMX6 plasmid (45). PCR-based gene deletion 
was used to replace SHO1, on both copies of chromosome V in a BY4741 strain, by KlURA3, 
originating from the pCORE-UK (COunterselectable marker and REporter gene, KlURA3 and 
KanMX4, RRID:Addgene_72231) plasmid (46). Next to this, the SKS001 strain was crossed 
with a strain with the opposite mating type (BY4742). The resulting tetrads were dissected, to 
obtain a BY4742 strain that expressed Hog1-GFP and Nrd1-mCherry, all according to standard 
yeast genetic methods for crosses and tetrad dissection (47). This strain was finally crossed with 
the BY4741 strain lacking the SHO1 loci (SKS002), and subsequent tetrad dissection resulted in 
strain SKS003. 
The SKS006 strain was created from a BY4741 strain that expressed a short-lived GFP 
(Ubi-YΔK-GFP) from the FUS1 promoter (48). The short-lived GFP was PCR amplified 
together with its SpHIS5 selectable marker, and integrated at the his3Δ1 locus of a BY4741 
strain. The SpHIS5 selectable marker was then replaced with the ADH1 terminator (ADH1T), 




cassette that had been derived by PCR amplification of the pCORE-UK plasmid. In the second 
step, ADH1T was PCR amplified from a BY4741 strain and used to replace the CORE-UK 
cassette. Finally, through another round of delitto perfetto, using the CORE-UK cassette as an 
intermediate, the STL1 promoter (STL1PROM, -1kb from the gene), PCR amplified from BY4741, 
was introduced at the His3 promoter region. All strains were validated using PCR. 
The pRS423 plasmid was engineered from (SKS001 - pRS423 FUS1PROM-GFP, (48)) 
using HiFi DNA Assembly (New England Biolabs) to combine PCR-amplified STL1 promoter (- 




Strains were cultured using standard methods and media. Strains were struck out on YPD 
(yeast extract, peptone, and 2% dextrose) plates and grown at 30°C. Individual colonies were 
picked and cultured overnight in 3 mLs SCD (synthetic complete and 2% dextrose) medium to 
saturation. Cells were diluted 1:100, grown for 8 hours, and diluted to OD600 = 0.001 for 
overnight growth. The following day, experiments were conducted once the cell culture reached 
an OD600 ~1. 
 
Phos-tag sample collection, gel electrophoresis, and immunoblotting 
Hog1 phosphorylation was quantified using Phos-tag immunoblotting technique as 
previously described (10). Briefly, cells were cultured to an OD600 ~ 1 and then media containing 
KCl was added so that the final KCl concentration was achieved. At the selected timepoints after 




ice, washed with 5% sodium azide, and stored at -80°C. Sample concentrations were normalized 
to 1.5µg/µL using the DC Protein Assay (Bio-Rad) and stored at -80°C. 
Samples were resolved using 8% acrylamide 20uM Phos-tag Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE gels 
and transferred on to PVDF membrane. Hog1 was detected using an anti-Hog1 primary-antibody 
(Santa Cruz, Hog1 antibody (D-3) sc-165978; 1:5,000) and a donkey-anti mouse HRP-
conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 715-035-150; 1:10,000). Secondary 
antibodies were visualized using Clarity Western ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad, #1705061) and a 
BioRad Chemidoc Touch Imaging System. Band intensities were normalized and quantified 
using the ImageLab (Bio-Rad) software. Since each lane was quantified as the proportion of 
phosphorylated protein, normalizing to a loading control bared no change on our results.  
 
Hog1-nuclear localization live-cell imaging and image analysis 
Black glass-bottom 96 well plates were coated in filter-sterilized concanavalinA (ConA) 
so that cells stuck to the bottom of the well. ConA stock solutions (1 mg/mL) were diluted 5 
times before filter sterilization. Each well was coated with 200 µL of sterilized ConA for 1 hour 
at room temperature. Cells were diluted 10 fold from cultures of OD600 = 1, plated, and spun 
down at 1500 rpm for 2 minutes. Cells were maintained at 30°C for the duration of the 
experimental set up and imaging. 
The nuclear translocation of Hog1-GFP within cells was imaged with an Eclipse Ti-E 
inverted microscope (Nikon) at 60x using a Plan Apo VC 60x oil objective, an integrated perfect 
focus system, and an ORCA-Flash 4.0 V2 camera (Hamamatsu). Inage acquisition was 
performed using the NIS-elements Advanced Research software (Nikon, version 4.60). An X-




mCherry at 565 nm for 200 ms at 15% laser power. Prior to stimulus, images were acquired 5 
minutes apart. To expose cells to KCl, 200 µL of media was replaced with media containing 
KCl, and images were subsequently taken every 2 minutes. 
Image analysis was performed using Cellprofiler (version 3.1.9)(49). Image masks were 
constructed based on Hog1-GFP (cells) and Nrd1-mCherry (nuclei) signal. Overlaying GFP and 
DIC images showed that GPF was generally fluorescent throughout the cell, allowing for cell 
segmentation to be done on the GFP images. DIC segmentation was unavailable because the 
microscope’s air table was broken during these experiments, causing random DIC images to 
blur, though the GFP and mCherry images were still in focus. After background subtraction, 
GFP intensity was measured for cells and nuclei based on the image masks for each timepoint. 
To calculate integrated intensity, each cell and nuclei intensity was divided by the average area 
per image, since the accuracy of the measured cellular area decreases when cytosolic Hog1-GFP 
signal decreases. To compare experiments, each resulting dataset was normalized to the overall 
average baseline after salt stimulus. 
 
Single cell measurements of short-lived transcriptional reporter 
The strain harboring STL1PROM-slGFP was cultured as described above for live-cell 
imaging. Cells were plated in a black glass-bottom plate following the protocol outlined above. 
STL1PROM-slGFP intensity was also imaged and quantified for each cell using the same 
techniques as above, without mCherry imaging (or an integrated nuclear marker). While plotting 






Population-based measurement of long-lived transcriptional reporter 
Wildtype cells transformed with pRS423-STL1PROM-GFP and grown as outlined in cell 
culture. A protocol for measuring population-based transcriptional reporters was followed as 
previously described (34). In brief, 25 µL of SCD media with increasing KCl concentrations was 
loaded into clear 96-well plates. 75 µL of cells (biological replicate of 2) were subsequently 
loaded into the plate. Using a Molecular Devices SpectraMax i3x plate reader, OD600nm and GFP 
(483 nm excitation, 518 nm emission) were measured in increments of 15 minutes. For data 
analysis, fluorescence values from each well were normalized to OD600 using the shorthand 
Taylor Series 1/(1+OD600). Biological replicates were then averaged. Finally, each experiment 
was normalized to the maximum cell density-normalized fluorescence value.  
 
ODE modeling and parameter optimization 
Modeling was performed in Python 3.7 using the scipy package to solve ODE systems 
and their steady states. All total protein amounts reflected biologically observed concentrations 
(23). All signaling components upstream of Hog1 as one component that used Michaelis-Menten 
kinetics to turn off and on. The conversion of Hog1 into its different species were also modeled 
using Michaelis-Menten kinetics.  
















(𝑘𝑘4 + 𝑘𝑘12 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐾𝐾4 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
−













(𝑘𝑘5 + 𝑘𝑘13 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠2) ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐾𝐾5 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
−




















= 𝑘𝑘10 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠1𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑘𝑘11 ∗ 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠 
 
We used an evolutionary algorithm to find optimal parameter values for our preliminary 
models (EA) (50).  We simulated 1000 independent runs the EA, each of which had 200 
individuals that we run for 200 generations. We used the MSE between our simulation and 
experimental data to define our distance function at each experimental timepoint. To avoid local 
optima, each parameter set had a 10% probability to crossover with another set, and each 
parameter had a 20% probability to mutate to a different value. We then assessed the fits of the 














Table 2.1: Putative mechanisms to convert dose-to-duration phosphorylation to dose-to-
amplitude.  
Regulation type Origin Target Translocation 
behavior 
Positive  Hog1(AC) Import Dose-to-
duration 
Negative Hog1(AC) Export Dose-to-
duration 
Positive  Hog1(AN) Import Dose-to-
duration 
Negative Hog1(AN) Export Dose-to-
duration 


































“Regulation type” indicates whether the mechanism enhanced the activation (positive) or 
enhanced the deactivation (negative) of its target. “Origin” refers to the model component 
driving the feedback or feedforward loops. “Target” described where the mechanism targeted. 
“Translocation behavior” refers to whether or not we observed dose-to-duration-like behavior or 














Table 2.2: Comparison of transcriptional reporter methods.  
 
Genome-integrated Multi-copy plasmid 
Origin Houser 2012 Shellhammer and Pomeroy 2019 
Selection None His3 
Reporter Single-cell Population-based 
GFP Short-lived Long-lived 























Figure 3.1: Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation dynamics.  
(A) Schematic of the four pools of Hog1: active cytosolic, active nuclear, inactive nuclear, 
inactive cytosolic. Active cytosolic contributes to the quick accumulation of osmolytes and 
active nuclear Hog1 primarily contributes to the transcription of stress response genes such as 
STL1. (B) Dose-to-duration dynamics of phosphorylated Hog1, measured using the Phos-tag 
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting technique. (C) Dose-to-amplitude dynamics of nuclear Hog1. 
Nuclear Hog1 fraction is the sum of nuclear intensity divided by the total of nuclear intensity of 
the cell. Data in (B) and (C) are represented as mean ± SD, n = 3. (D) Mapping phosphorylation 
vs. translocation behaviors. Hog1 can either be exported out of the cytosol (downwards 
movement) or dephosphorylated (leftward movement). (E) The means from (B) and (C) are 
plotted in each subfigure (Left: 150 mM KCl; Center: 350 mM KCl; Right: 550 mM KCl) with 
the arrows demonstrating time. Dashed lines show counter-clockwise movement, and solid lines 
show clockwise movement. The number of points plotted are determined by when behaviors 





Figure 3.2: Dose-to-duration to dose-to-amplitude conversion can be achieved by 
feedforward signaling.  
All k’s are rate constants and K’s are KM’s. (A) Schematic of the model with unknown 
parameters. Here, we depict feedforward as an upstream HOG component inhibition of HogAN 
export, but amplification of nuclear import also yields the same conversion to dose-to-amplitude 
signaling. (B) Simulated model fits (lines) to Hog1 phosphorylation data (symbols). (C) 
Simulated model fits (lines) to Hog1 nuclear translocation data (symbols). The simulated 













Figure 3.3: Simulations suggest low proportion of Hog1AN, which shuttles in and out of the 
nucleus.  
(A) Hog1 species behavior when Model I was trained on the nuclear translocation data scaled to 
different maximal peaks of the nuclear response to 550 mM KCl (Left: 30%, Center: 60%, and 
Right: 90% nuclear Hog1). Simulations were also trained on the phosphorylation data. The mean 
behavior of the top 10 EA simulations for each of the four Hog1 species ± SD (shaded area) are 
plotted. (B) Mapping phosphorylation vs. translocation behaviors when scaled up to 30% (Top) 
and 90% (Bottom). Mean simulated response plotted in lines with symbols at the same 
timepoints of the phosphorylation data (for comparison to Figure 3.1E) for the same top 10 
fitting simulations. Arrows on the lines show direction of time. (C) Comparing maximal catalytic 
efficiency (kcat/KM) of Hog1AN export (blue) and dephosphorylation (green) for all simulations fit 
to 30% maximal nuclear translocation (n = 479). Maximal catalytic efficiency was estimated by 
dividing learned k6 and k10 values by the maximal concentration of the enzyme for Ptp2 and 
Xpo1, respectively, and the corresponding learned K6 and K10 values. Note: some values of 
catalytic efficiency for Xpo1 export of Hog1AN are above the theoretical limit of diffusion 10-
10M-1s-1, though these simulations were not within the top 10 fitting simulations. (D) Dividing the 
catalytic efficiencies of Hog1AN export and Hog1AN dephosphorylation in (C) yields Hog1AN 
preference in behavior. Symbols are the log10(kcat6/K6 / kcat10/K10)) for each EA individual 
indexed by their simulated fit to the data (MSE). Thus, positive values represent a higher Hog1AN 
export efficiency while negative values represent a higher Hog1AN dephosphorylation efficiency. 















Figure 3.4: Decoding Hog1 nuclear translocation into transcriptional response.  
(A) Number of differentially expressed yeast genes upon hyperosmotic stress. Top: Comparison 
of genes differentially expressed (> log2(fold change = 2) for at least one timepoint) in response 
to 500, 250, and 125 mM KCl. Bottom: Genes from top Venn diagram, filtered to the genes 
whose expression was Hog1-dependent ((> log2(fold change = 2) for at least one timepoint). 
hog1∆ data was only available for 500 and 125 mM KCl. Data from: 10.1091/mbc.E03-07-0521 
(O’Rourke 2004). (B) Dose increases the number of genes differentially expressed. Salt-
dependent genes (same as A, top), separated into induced or repressed expression and compared 
to other experimental conditions. The heatmap does not reflect along the diagonal access because 
the percentage calculated with respect to the group of genes on the y-axis. For example, for the 
group of genes that were induced at 500 mM KCl (bottom row), 31% of them were expressed at 
125 mM KCl and 37% were expressed at 250 mM KCl. (C) Timeseries data for the 60 genes that 
were induced upon 500 mM KCl stress. (D) Finding the optimal number of clusters of behaviors 
from the traces in (C). Taking the second derivative of the sum of within cluster distances 
showed the data generally fell into three or five clusters of behaviors. (E) Comparison of the 
behaviors found by three or five clusters. Left: Traces from (C) colored based on three (top) or 5 
(bottom) clusters. The mean response of each cluster is plotted as the bold trace. Right: same 
clusters as in left, but depicted with mean response ± 1SD to better visualize the different 
behaviors within each cluster. (F) Principal component analysis of the data in (C), with each 







Figure 3.5: The dose-dependent behavior for each cluster of induced gene further 
emphasizes how the differences among the cluster. 
(A) Each cluster from Figure 4E, top row, now plotted with their behaviors in response to 125 
mM KCl and 250 mM KCl. Mean responses are plotted in symbols and lines, while shaded 
regions represent ± SEM, for visualization. (B) Representative genes from each cluster. Solid 





Figure 3.6: Comparing single-cell and population-based methods for measuring Hog1-
dependent transcriptional response. 
(A) Quantification of yeast-optimized, short-lived GFP (integrated in single cells) intensity 
driven by the STL1 promoter in response to 550 mM KCl. Each trace is an individual 
transformant that passed PCR quality check. Each trace is normalized to the max intensity. (B) 
Quantification of regular yeast-optimized GFP (from pRS423 in a population of cells) intensity 
driven by the STL1 promoter in response to a range of KCl concentrations. Symbols represent 









Figure 3.7: Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation dynamics driven by only the 
Sho1 branch.  
(A) Quantification of phosphorylated Hog1 in a ssk1∆ background, measured using the Phos-tag 
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting technique. (B) Dose-to-amplitude dynamics of nuclear Hog1 in 
a ssk1∆ background. Nuclear Hog1 fraction is the sum of nuclear intensity divided by the total of 
nuclear intensity of the cell. Data in (A) and (B) are represented as mean ± SD, n = 3. (C) 
Mapping phosphorylation vs. translocation behaviors in a ssk1∆ background. The means from 
(A) and (B) are plotted in each subfigure (Left: 150 mM KCl; Center: 350 mM KCl; Right: 550 
mM KCl) with the arrows demonstrating time. ssk1∆ data are plotted in color with open 
symbols, while wildtype data are plotted in gray with closed symbols, for comparison. The 
number of points plotted are determined by when behaviors return to near basal levels of 








Figure 3. 8: Hog1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation dynamics driven by only the 
Sln1 branch.  
(A) Quantification of phosphorylated Hog1 in a sho1∆∆ background, measured using the Phos-
tag SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting technique. (B) Dose-to-amplitude dynamics of nuclear 
Hog1 in a sho1∆∆ background. Nuclear Hog1 fraction is the sum of nuclear intensity divided by 
the total of nuclear intensity of the cell. Data in (A) and (B) are represented as mean ± SD, n = 3. 
(C) Mapping phosphorylation vs. translocation behaviors in a sho1∆∆ background. The means 
from (A) and (B) are plotted in each subfigure (Left: 150 mM KCl; Center: 350 mM KCl; Right: 
550 mM KCl) with the arrows demonstrating time. sho1∆∆ data are plotted in color with open 
symbols, while wildtype data are plotted in gray with closed symbols, for comparison. The 
number of points plotted are determined by when behaviors return to near basal levels of 
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CHAPTER IV: CONCLUSIONS AND LOOKING FORWARD  
 
 This work reflects how far computational resources have come, even over the past ten 
years. It is now easier to learn the tools necessary to build mathematical models and fit them to 
experimental data. Computational power has become fast and economical. Moreover, it has also 
become easier and more cost-effective to collect large amounts of experimental data. It is now 
feasible to sequence a handful of genomes, collect and analyze timeseries RNAseq data, or 
perform large drug screens on a variety of cell lines. These technological advancements will only 
continue to increase in the future. 
 Studies in S. cerevisiae have pioneered our understanding of fundamental biological 
phenomena. The yeast genome was the first eukaryotic genome to be sequenced (1, 2), and 
nearly all -omics methods were first developed in yeast (3, 4). Using yeast, we have identified 
novel regulatory proteins, such as GAP and GEF regulators of G proteins (5, 6) and secondary 
messengers (7, 8). Yeast have also played a key role in the development of modeling signaling 
pathways as dynamical systems. For example, systems biology studies in yeast laid the 
foundational groundwork for understanding gene regulatory networks and genome-scale 
metabolic circuits (9). These techniques and findings have then been used for discovery and 
problem solving within more complex signaling systems, like investigating disease mechanisms 
in mammalian cells. 
Though we have already learned much about biology from yeast, there are still 




answer biological phenomenon at the whole-cell level using top-down approaches. For example, 
scientists are currently working toward building a fully synthetic yeast genome to explore the 
importance of chromosome organization and function (10). Other groups are working towards 
creating a computational model of a whole yeast cell, potentially eliminating the need to perform 
basic bench experiments for certain hypotheses (11). Other applications of the yeast model 
system take a bottom-up approach, like the questions asked in this study. Studies like the ones in 
this dissertation have the benefit from drawing known signaling mechanism from a large 
literature base to ask how they function all together. Furthermore, we leveraged the low cost of 
computational power to fit experimental data to multiple models. These models were 
“goldilocks” sized – not too small so that they could not capture our data, yet not too big so that 
we could perform parameter estimation for all of our various models. These benefits allowed us 
to apply model-driven experimental design to identify novel mechanisms of signaling within the 
HOG pathway. Our knowledge of the pathway allowed us to build models reflective of the 
biology and test a handful of plausible mechanism of signaling regulation. In turn, the models 
then informed us on which mechanisms could explain biological phenomena and could find 
optimal experiments to differentiate between competing mechanisms. Thus, taking this bottom-
up approach in yeast facilitated the understanding of complex signaling mechanisms that would 
not have been as clear with just experimental or just computational data. 
Model-driven experimental design was feasible since yeast signaling pathways are well 
characterized and not as complex as in higher eukaryotic systems. However, as the system 
biology field continues to grow, we will acquire more large-scale data to fit to these more 
complex models thereby allowing us to establish computational models for complex signaling 




build these models, rather than creating them by hand (15, 16). Looking forward, I predict that 
model-driven experimental design will be a powerful approach for understanding signaling 
mechanisms of disease. This could lead to computational screening of different drugs bypassing 
the need the first steps of research in development needed for clinical trials. Altogether, 
combining computational modeling and bench experimentation is a powerful and efficient 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2 
 
A1. Supplemental Tables 
Table A1.1: Yeast strains used in Chapter 2. 
Strain Genotype Background Reference 
BY4741 MATa, his3Δ1, leu2Δ, 
met15Δ, ura3Δ 
BY4743 (67)  
SKS001 HOG1T100A BY4741 (22) 
SKS002 Pbs2-9xMyc::hphNT1 BY4741 This study 
SKS003 HOG1T100A  
Pbs2-9xMyc::hphNT1 
SKS001 This study 
SKS004 PBS26A BY4741 This study 
SKS005 HOG12A BY4741 This study 
SKS006 ptp2Δ::URA3  BY4741 (22) 
SKS007 ptp3Δ::KanMX4 BY4741 (22) 
SKS008 ptc1Δ::KanMX4  BY4741 (22) 
SKS009 ptp2Δ::URA3  
ptp3Δ::KanMX4 















A2. Supplemental Figures 
 
 
Figure A1.1: Model II (delayed negative feedback) trained to experimental data.  
(A) Schematic of Model II with negative feedback driven by a species downstream of Hog1, 
such as Hog1-dependent accumulation of osmolytes. (B) Model II simulated Pbs2 fits (dashed 
lines) overlaid with data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 
550 mM and 150 mM KCl. Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. (C) Model II simulated 
Hog1 fits (dashed lines) overlaid with data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype 
Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM KCl. Center: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. 
Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as with no salt stimulus. All simulations in (B) and (C) are 









Figure A1.2: Inhibitor- and Hog1 analog sensitive variant-dependent glycerol accumulation 
in response to hyperosmotic stress.  
Glycerol accumulation over time in response to 350 mM KCl with and without 1-NA-PP1 drug 
in both wildtype Hog1 and Hog1T100A backgrounds. All experiments are n = 3 and error bars 












Figure A1.3: Delayed negative feedback investigation.  
Comparing Model II simulations with the trained (left) osmolyte synthesis rate to 5x increased 
(center) or 5x decreased (right) osmolyte synthesis rate in response to 350 mM KCl.  Each solid 
line is one simulation corresponding to one fitted parameter set and each dashed line is the mean 
response of the plotted simulations. Top row is osmolyte simulations (purple) and bottom row is 








Figure A1.4: Model IIa with positive and negative feedback trained to experimental data.  
(A) Schematic of Model IIa with a delayed negative feedback and a positive feedback increasing 
MAP3K activation. (B) Model IIa simulated Pbs2 fits (dashed lines) overlaid with data 
(symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM 
KCl. Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. (C) Model IIa simulated Hog1 fits (dashed lines) 
overlaid with data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 
mM and 150 mM KCl. Center: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. Right: Data and simulations 






Figure A1.5: Model IIb with positive and negative feedback trained to experimental data.  
(A) Schematic of Model IIb with a delayed negative feedback and a positive feedback increasing 
MAP2K activation. (B) Model IIa simulated Pbs2 fits (dashed lines) overlaid with data 
(symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM 
KCl. Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. (C) Model IIa simulated Hog1 fits (dashed lines) 
overlaid with data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 
mM and 150 mM KCl. Center: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. Right: Data and simulations 
for Hog1-as with no salt stimulus. (D) Model IIb predictions to *previously published data 
(English et al., 2015). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 450, 350, 250 
mM KCl. Right: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1-as. All simulations are n = 1000 and 









Figure A1.6: Models with positive and negative feedbacks that failed capture experimental 
data.  
(A) Schematic of Model Ia with a negative feedback directly from Hog1 and a positive feedback 
increasing MAP3K activation. (B) Model Ia simulated Hog1 fits overlaid with data. Data and 
simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM KCl. Right: Data and 
simulations for Hog1-as. (C) Schematic of Model Ib with a negative feedback directly from 
Hog1 and a positive feedback increasing MAP2K activation. (D) Same as (B) but for Model Ib. 
(E) Schematic of Model Ic with a negative feedback directly from Hog1 and a positive feedback 
increasing MAPK activation. (F) Same as (B) but for Model Ic. All simulations are n = 1000 and 






Figure A1.7: Model predictions and experimental Hog1 behavior in response to step 
stimulus and kinase inhibition.  
(A) Step stimulus #990 with inhibition before the second step of inhibition (t=18 min). (B) 
Model predictions to step stimulus with the inhibition. Top: Model IIb prediction. Bottom: 
Model IIc prediction. (C) Experimental Hog1 behavior to the stimulus. Top: Hog1 behavior in 
response to Step #990 resolved using Phos-tag SDS-PAGE (n=3). Bottom: Quantification of 








Figure A1.8: Model III with positive feedback acting through mutual inhibition captured 
experimental data.  
(A) Schematic of Model III with a delayed negative feedback and a positive feedback decreasing 
its phosphatases’ activity. (B) Model III simulated Pbs2 fits (dashed lines) overlaid with data 
(symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 mM and 150 mM 
KCl. Right: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. (C) Model IIa simulated Hog1 fits (dashed lines) 
overlaid with data (symbols). Left: Data and simulations for wildtype Hog1 in response to 550 
mM and 150 mM KCl. Center: Data and simulations for Hog1-as. Right: Data and simulations 
for Hog1-as with no salt stimulus. All simulations are n = 1000 and shaded regions represent a 









Figure A1.9: Single deletions of phosphatases slightly decreased duration of Hog1 
activation.  
(A) Schematic of Model III with mutual inhibition acting as positive feedback, here depicted as 
the phosphatases removed. (B) Model III Hog1 prediction in response to 350 mM KCl if the 
phosphatases were removed. Simulations are n = 1000 and shaded regions represent a SD of 1. 
(C) Left: Hog1 behavior in response to 350 mM KCl in ptc1Δ background. Right: Quantification 









APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
B1. Supplemental Tables 
Table B1.1: Induced Hog1-dependent genes grouped in three clusters using hierarchical 
clustering. 
Cluster 1 
   
GO Term (GO ID) Genes Annotated to the 
GO Term 
GO Term Usage in 
Gene List 





































YHR188C, YLR213C 2 of 15 genes, 13.33% 712 of 6418 annotated 
genes, 11.09% 
hydrolase activity, 
acting on glycosyl 
bonds (GO:0016798) 




YDR040C 1 of 15 genes, 6.67% 215 of 6418 annotated 
genes, 3.35% 
structural constituent of 
ribosome (GO:0003735
) 








YLR185W 1 of 15 genes, 6.67% 156 of 6418 annotated 
genes, 2.43% 










   
GO Term (GO ID) Genes Annotated to the 
GO Term 
GO Term Usage in 
Gene List 













 YGR088W, YHL021C 



























YHR181W 1 of 13 genes, 7.69% 135 of 6418 annotated 
genes, 2.10% 
2 genes without GO Terms associated with molecular function 
 
Cluster 3 
   
GO Term (GO ID) Genes Annotated to the 
GO Term 
GO Term Usage in 
Gene List 


















































YMR174C 1 of 25 genes, 4.00% 287 of 6418 annotated 
genes, 4.47% 
3 dubious ORFs 





Table B1.2: List of Hog1 substrates with number of MAPK consensus sites curated from 
Saccharomyces Genome Database. 
Hog1 Substrates 
 






Hot1 5 0 
Smp1 5 2 
Msn1 3 0 
Msn2 6 2 
Msn4 9 4 
Sko1 6 7 
Rtg1 0 1 
Rtg3 4 7 




Cip1 2 7 
Fps1 3 2 
Gal83 0 3 
Hog1 2 0 
Hsl1 10 3 
Mrc1 2 1 
Msa1 15 10 
Nha1 0 5 
Nup1 4 10 
Nup2 2 5 
Nup60 6 3 
Pan1 5 9 
Pbs2 3 3 
Rck2 3 2 
Rpo21 62 5 
Sho1 2 2 
Sic1 4 5 
Sip2 3 2 
Sln1 4 6 
Spt4 1 0 
Spt6 2 1 
Ssk2 8 7 
Ste50 5 2 
Tok1 3 2 
Tpk3 0 5 




Whi5 7 0 




Table B1.3: Yeast strains in Chapter 3. 
Strain Genotype Background Reference 
BY4741 MATa, his3Δ1, leu2Δ, 
met15Δ, ura3Δ 



























SKS006 STL1PROM-slGFP BY4741 This study 
 
 
